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As the motorcycle market in Europe
continues to worry about how new
motorcycle and aftermarket parts
and accessory sales activity performs
in the coming winter season -
especially as a second wave of
coronavirus infections starts to build
throughout Europe - the financial
news from the majority of the
leading motorcycle manufacturers so
far is encouraging.
Some two weeks after the last edition
of International Dealer News went to
press (August/September), a number
of motorcycle manufacturers reported
their first and second quarter results
(the three months to June 20), and
there has been a tsunami of OEM
news since as the market embraces a
new, virtual 'No Show' new model
launch culture.
While describing the results posted so
far as "good" would be a stretch
(everyone has been down one way or
another), they were "less bad" than
might have been expected during the
March and April "days of darkness".

We reported on KTM's rapid recovery
in the last edition - its numbers were
still substantially 'off', but its direction
of travel was better - and the latest
news from Austria is of an upward
revision to the Group's 2020 forecasts
and a series of initiatives and track

successes that is seeing it push on for
real growth in the coming years.
Parent company PIERER Mobility AG
has increased its forecast for the 2nd
half of 2020 "due to the sustained
high demand for KTM, Husqvarna and
the now 100% owned GasGas brand
of motorcycles (especially in Europe,
North America and Australia) as well

as Husqvarna and R Raymon e-bikes
and bicycles". The Management
Board increased the sales forecast
published at the end of August 2020
for the second half of 2020 to over 
€ 850m (previously it was less than 
€ 800m). This means that sales for the
second half of the year will be more
than 10% higher than the € 765.3m
in the same period in 2019.
Annual Group sales of more than
1,450m are therefore expected for the
financial year 2020, with the e-bikes
and bicycles division making a sales
contribution of more than € 110m;
expected EBIT margin and the positive
free cashflow outlook remain
unchanged.
PIERER Mobility (PMAG) also
announced that it had used its own
shares to take a 35% stake in the
German arm of Los Angeles
headquartered digital platform
DealerCenter Digital GmbH.
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Manufacturers report better
than expected financial results
as market waits to see if
motorcycle demand sustains
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N
ot everybody will be suffering from inventory shortages, and
my apologies if this doesn't apply to you (I feel your pain), but,
in general most of the reports reaching us here at International
Dealer News from franchise dealerships in continental

Europe's major markets (Germany, France, Spain, Italy in particular, but
others too) suggest that there are new unit inventory shortages.
Indeed, it isn't only affecting new PTW units - we are hearing the same from some
of the major aftermarket parts, accessory, gear and apparel importers and
distributors too. 
With regard to motorcycles, there was something striking in the latest Japanese
made +250 cc motorcycle exports to Europe statistics from JAMA for July and
August.
Exports of units made in Japan by the Japanese manufacturers (as opposed to
those coming here from their factories elsewhere) had started to grow again
following the peak pandemic effects. The year actually started well with exports
to European subsidiaries, distributors and dealers actually growing strongly in
January and February at +26.57% and +15.69% respectively in January and
February (21,266 and 23,709 units) before dropping to +3.67 in March (but still
at 20,769 units despite the world effectively only having half a month in
commercial terms) and before falling off a cliff at -60.58%
in April (5,688 units) and -84.87% (1,285 units) in May.
June then saw an uptick, albeit only to 3,713 units, with the
rate of decline reversing as consumers started to emerge
from their lockups, blinking into the summer sunshine (-
49.22% for June was still a bad number, but the direction of
travel was better).
As this edition of IDN went to press, the most recent available statistics from the
automotive trade association in Japan, which includes representation of
motorcycle manufacturers among its membership, showed the progress in retreat
again in July at -62.04%/3,066 units, but showing less decline again in August.
There may well be fairly logical reasons for this - to do with simple shipping issues,
number of days in the month, production lags and so on, but it still means that
there having been over 65,000 new motorcycles of +250 cc received in Europe
from Japan in the first quarter, there were only some 8,000 received in the period
from April 1st to June 30th - covering the period when the opportunities to sell
and the new sales modalities adopted by dealers (online, home delivery etc.) were
just starting to yield results.
This would mean that existing inventories were being depleted without being
replaced - ergo a shortage of metal.
Of course, even among the four domestic Japanese manufacturers, units are only
part of the story, and other manufacturing countries are available. China's
manufacturing industry started to ramp up pretty quickly (though there have been
and remain to be container capacity issues), and output at BMW, the KTM Group,
Ducati and Piaggio Group factories had started to recover strongly in June, as
reflected in the Q2 OE fiscal reports for the period (see Bradley Report, pages 20
to 27 in this edition).
However, inventory shortage there certainly is, and the huge question mark
hovering over whether or not the return of demand seen in summer would sustain
deeper into the autumn and winter months than is usually the case already had

enough question marks hanging over it (second wave, unwinding of delayed pent
up demand etc.) without another dimension adding to the potential causes of a
softening in the demand.
The primary (if not quite the only) factor that may see demand sustain (assuming
the inventory issues resolve quickly) is the much speculated up game-change in
consumer attitudes towards PTWs.
With overcrowded, poorly ventilated and, frankly, unsanitary mass transit systems,
insufficient downtown parking capacity in the face of increased demand, and a
rise in car use and solus occupancy all having the potential to even further worsen
urban and suburban traffic congestion, the theory runs that the age-old 'four
wheels bad, two wheels good' argument could be one whose time has finally
come.
The only good thing that may come out of this is that the otherwise likely glut of
unsold and unsellable Euro 4 units that dealers might have otherwise been stuck
with come 1st January 2021 may be somewhat reduced. The EU has introduced
a derogation to the 'end of series' process but that has not yet been approved by
the EU Council or Parliament. 
The progress that the motorcycle industry has made in the past decade to move
itself from transport policy pariah to 'favoured son' has been exceptional. 

ACEM's new "Safe Ride to the Future 2.0 - the Motorcycle
Industry's Safety Strategy", published just as this edition of
IDN was headed to press, is a piece of work that reflects
that exact point. It sits well in a body of work that has
contributed massively to seeing our industry transition to
being an approved, promoted and forward-facing part of
the solution instead of languishing as a perceived major

part of the problem.
Of course, there is still a long way to go and a lot of work to be done, but as a
contribution to the European Union's Horizon 2030 objectives, the response that
this new report has received from within the bowels of Europe's transport policy-
making labyrinth is of itself instructive.
"We commend the commitment of ACEM, and I welcome the motorcycle
industry's road safety strategy," said Adina Vălean, the European Commissioner
for Transport. "This is great work from ACEM, and we need more strong
stakeholder involvement like this at all levels," said Matthew Baldwin, the
European Coordinator for Road Safety. 
With consumer expectations, environmental benefits, congestion, commute
efficiency, socio-economic, geo-political and, now, pandemic issues all shining a
light on the transport solution known as motorcycling, it is decades since the stars
have been so well aligned for our industry.
It looks to me like we are going to find out a lot about our long-term future in the
next six months.
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The latest data available from the
MCIA, the motorcycle industry
association in the UK, shows that new
motorcycle registrations in the UK
were up massively in July 2020 by
+41.96% (13,093 units) and were
+31.87% in August at 8,354 units.
On a YTD basis, new motorcycle sales
in the UK have now recovered to 'just'
-12.44% for the first eight months of
the year (62,848 units). In total PTW
terms, YTD registrations are running at
-11.85% (66,815 units). The small
Moped market in the UK has just
about caught up with 2019 sales YTD
at -1.27% (3,967 units).
Honda was market share leader in

August, followed by Yamaha,
Lexmoto, Kawasaki, KTM, BMW,
Triumph and Suzuki. The top selling
Adventure Sport motorcycle was the
Yamaha Ténéré 700; the top selling
Sport/Touring model was the
Kawasaki Ninja 1000 SX; the top
selling Touring model was the Yamaha
FJR 1300 AE. The most popular sector
of the UK market remains Naked style
machines (20,931 units sold YTD).
By way of context - motorcycle
registrations in the UK grew slightly
in 2019, +0.72% with 100,472 units
sold. Along with Italy, France,
Germany and Spain, the UK remains
one of Europe's 'Big Five' markets

(actually, the fifth largest) who
between them account for over 80%

of annual new registrations in
Europe.

Germany's apparently relentless march
to market recovery continued in July and
August with the latest data from the
IVM, the motorcycle industry trade
association in Germany, showing new
model registrations massively up over
August last year at +41.09% (12,704
units), having been +41.25% (17,393
units) in July (and +21.64%/14,010
units in June).
That means the German market has
now largely put the negative effects of
the coronavirus pandemic on new
motorcycle registrations into its rear
view mirror, with new model
registrations now in the positive for the
YTD at +4.56% for the first eight
months of 2020 (100,920 units,
compared to 96,516 in 2019).
In the context of 2020, the motorcycle
registration statistics in Germany for
2020 so far have been remarkable.
The market demonstrated the same
promising start to the year that was
seen elsewhere in Europe, having
been +37.14% (4,446 units) in

January. After the start of a decline in
February (-3.98%/9,252 units) as
Germany responded to the upcoming
health emergency hard and early,
motorcycle registrations were 
-18.70% in March (16,581 units) and
-28.14% (12,064 units) in April, but
started to recover in May
(+6.33%/14,524 units), suggesting
that demand hadn't gone away, with
consumers buying when they judged
the moment right to do so.
Indeed in total PTW terms, it looks very
much like the theory that the urban
mobility and isolation messages that
PTWs have in their favour are being
taken up by commuters. Total PTW
registrations in July were up +54.95%
at 29,977 units and +59.57% (23,146
units) in August, putting the YTD at
+18.03% for the first eight months
(163,986 units, compared to 138,931
units in 2019). 
In market share terms, BMW remains
'Top Dog' in its home market with a
modestly reduced 20.91% share YTD

(21,103 units sold and six models in the
top 20 best sellers in Germany YTD),
followed by Kawasaki, Honda, KTM and
Yamaha.
The top selling model was BMW's R
1250 GS (7,338 units YTD), followed by
the Kawasaki Z900 (Z650 in fourth),
Yamaha MT-07 third (Ténéré 700 in

9th), KTM 690 SMC, 790 Duke and 390
Duke in 5th, 6th and 8th spots, Honda
CMX 500 Rebel in 7th and BMW S 1000
XR 10th.
Last year saw the German motorcycle
market grow by +4.38% to 113,039
units, with PTW sales growing by
+6.53% to 165,311 units.

Germany: motorcycles +41.09% in August
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The latest data from the
motorcycle industry trade
association in Poland (PZPM)
shows new motorcycle
registrations at +16.15% in
August (2,057 units), having
been +29.47% in July (3,027
units) and +22.82% in June
(2,949 units), showing that the
market for new motorcycles
receiving their first registration
in Poland has recovered well
from the effects of the COVID-19
pandemic.
As elsewhere in Europe, the
Polish market got off to an
excellent start (although on low

volumes), having been up by
+51.74% and +22.06% in
January and February
respectively.
In YTD terms, the Polish market
for new motorcycles is now
essentially flat and therefore
fully caught up at -0.81%
(15,513 units) for January to
August. New mopeds are 
-24.54% (11,688 units) YTD, with
total new PTW registrations at 
-12.62% (27,201 units) YTD.
However, new model
registrations are only ever part
of the story where the Polish
market is concerned. Poland is

an important market for pre-
owned vehicles (from elsewhere
in Europe) that are receiving
their first domestic Polish
registration; these machines
provide valuable service,
maintenance and PG&A income
for Poland’s franchised and
independent motorcycle shops
and other retailers, and for the
vendors they buy their parts,
accessories and apparel from.
When these units are factored
in, the total number of new and
used motorcycles sold from
January to August 2020 was
62,000, which is just -8.76 over

the same period in 2019 (67,949
units). Indeed, sales were
+8.02% in April, +15.95% in
May, +15.12% in June, +8.12%
in July and +1.92% in August.
The total of new and used
mopeds combined registered in
Poland YTD was 18,406 units
(-19.55%) and total new and
used PTWs are running at 
-11.47% YTD (80,406 units).
For the full year 2019, total new
motorcycle registrations were
+31.53% for the full year, with
the total of all new and used
PTWs at +12.35% (113,650 units
in total, overall).

Poland: new motorcycles -0.81% January to August 2020
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Switzerland: August motorcycle
registrations were +43.05% (2,695
units), having been +53.15%
(4,233) in July and +84.30%
(5,107) in June, with the YTD
running at +17.27% (24,556 units)
through August. Total PTW sales are
+12.75%/38,934 units YTD
(+38.93%/4914 units in August).
The top seller is the MT-07 (1,263
units), followed by the Kawasaki Z
600 and 900, BMW R 1250 GS and
MT-09 in fifth spot. Yamaha is
motorcycle market leader (4,608
units YTD).

Sweden: New motorcycle
registrations in Sweden were 
-3.23% (1,050 units) in August,
having been +21.02% in July
(1,641 units) and +22.99% in
June (1,755 units). For the YTD,
the Swedish market is +8.63%
(10,958 units). In Moped terms,
Sweden is +14.49% YTD
(12,256 units), with total PTWs
at +11.65% (23,214 units) YTD
- the best first eight-month
total market performance
there since before 2014.

Japan: JAMA data shows an
increasingly dismal picture for
motorcycle exports to Europe, with
July down to just 3,066 units 
(-62.04%) and August down 
-44.66% (4,033 units). The YTD is
down -18.85% to 83,529 units,
with over 65,000 of which exported
in the first three months of the year.
Motorcycle exports to the USA are 
-38.71% (23,021 units) and the
global market is -24.18% at
143,416 units. In total PTW terms,
Europe is -19.43% YTD (90,612
units), USA is -35.79% (41,605
units) and the global market is 
-26.16% (184,794 units).

Royal Enfield is in 11th spot in
market share terms in Germany
with 1.66% of the motorcycle
market there, having sold 1,675
units YTD (+32.69% over its 2019
first eight-month performance).
The top seller is the Continental
GT 650 in 33rd spot with 817
units sold YTD.

In Germany, twelve of the 50 best
selling models in the eight months
through August 2020 were BMWs,
with nine Hondas, six KTMs and
Kawasakis and five Yamahas in the Top
50 most popular models.

After being -95.85% in April,
with just 526 new motorcycles
registered in Europe's largest
market, and "only" being down
by -11.35% in May (11,150
units), then spectacularly up in
June (+54.99%, 16,861 units)
and July (+31.14%, 15,099
units), the latest new
motorcycle registrations data
(for August) available from
ANCMA, the motorcycle
industry trade association in
Italy (the owner of EICMA),
continues to make good
reading.
Typically, August is a quiet
month for new registrations in
Italy, but this year saw +42.25%
growth at 6,663 units, to put
the Italian market just -11.94%
down for the YTD (69,828 units). 
Italy is an important scooter
and moped market, so total
PTW registrations (of all
displacements and styles) is a

telling sign of
underlying
market activity,
and they were
+42.44% for
August (16,673
units) and are
running at -
10.93% YTD at
160,490 units.
Scooters were
90,662 units YTD
(-10.13%).
The top selling
motorcycles in
Italy YTD have
been the BMW R 1250 GS (2,614
units YTD), followed by the
Benelli TRK 502/502X (2,604
units YTD), Honda Africa Twin
(2,306 units) and Yamaha Tracer
900 (1,891 units). The top
selling scooters are the Honda
SH 150, 300 and 125 range (in
1st, 3rd and 4th spots
respectively), with the Piaggio

Beverly 300 ABS in 2nd spot.
Yamaha's big TMAX scooter is in
5th place.
For the record, in 2019 the
Italian market was again
Europe's largest at +6.26% in
motorcycle registration terms
(98,883 units) and +5.65% in
total PTW terms at 231,937
units.

Having been +13.03% for June
(21,057 units), +16.45% for July
(23,793 units) and +17.72% for
August (13,742 units) in what may be
a reflection of the building inventory
issues affecting the industry, the latest
new motorcycle registration numbers
from ANESDOR, the motorcycle
industry trade association in Spain,
show September new motorcycle
registrations there at +4.82%
(15,743 units), the best September
Spanish market performance since
before the 2009 economic crisis.
The growth means that the market lag
in Spain has declined again on an
annualised basis to 'just' -12.63%
YTD (118,525 units), though the rate
of improvement has decelerated.
Like most of Europe, after a good start
to the year in January and February
(+11.96% and +19.28%
respectively) registrations in Spain fell
off a cliff at -46.64%, -94.43% and 
-43.68% respectively in March, April
and May. Since then the recovery has
been dramatic and the September
figure of +4.82% represents an
excellent result as the market laps an
exceptional September in 2019.
Moped registrations were -7.73% in
September (1,790 units) and at

15,676 units YTD are now up by
+9.59% compared to the first nine
months of 2019. In total PTW terms,
Spain was +3.38% in September and
is now just -10.51% (134,201 units)
for the year to date.
Following his recent participation in a
series of transport industry-wide and
motorcycle-specific initiatives in Spain,
ones that called for Government help
for the sector, Jose Maria Riano,
General Secretary of ANESDOR, stated
that "this month registrations return
to more moderate figures, however, we

are still in positive territory. While we
in the motorcycle market can be
encouraged, we still all live in times of
great economic and health
uncertainty".
The top selling model in Spain YTD is
the Kymco Agility City 125, followed
by the Honda PCX 125. Honda
remains overall market leader with
18.6% of the Spanish market (22,021
units sold), followed by Yamaha,
Kymco, Piaggio and BMW (7,862
units sold YTD for a 6.6% market
share). 

Spain: September motorcycle
registrations +4.82%
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KYB cartridge kit by
Technical Touch – "It's the
inside that matters"
Technical Touch in Belgium is known
for its broad KYB product range and
MXGP racing service. The KYB
suspension brand is best known for
products such as its KYB factory kit
suspension or OEM KYB suspension,
as seen on Sherco and Rieju, but it also
provides products for a much wider
range of street and off-road
applications.
The KYB cartridge kit seen here is a
'plug & play' front fork suspension
cartridge made to be installed in WP
air suspension models - such as the
XPLOR, AER and 4CS 48 mm forks -
and is "tailormade for every rider of
every level," says Technical Touch
Export Sales Director Scott Van Ewijk.
"Improving the behaviour,
responsiveness and handling
performance of the WP suspension by
installing a rock solid cartridge has
been a game-changer for a lot of
riders. For a fraction of the price of a
new factory kit suspension, it is now
possible to enjoy that predictable KYB
feeling in the moments that matter the
most. 
"Whilst maintaining the flex of the
original inner and outer tubes
designed for these KTM/Husqvarna

off-road bikes, the KYB cartridge kit
combines perfectly with the character
of these KTM/Husqvarna models -
liberating more of the handling that
their chassis permits - providing a very
smooth feel and eliminating the
harshness of the WP internals, while
building up a progressive damping
profile towards the end of the stroke.
It's the inside that matters."
Every KYB cartridge kit comes tailor-

made to the weight, skill level,
preferred track type and, of course,
specific to the bike model and year. 
Based on the required personal
setting, a matching set of KYB springs
are included in the box, as well as the
characteristic black anodised and
CNC-machined axle brackets that are
so recognisable from the factory kit
suspension.
www.technical-touch.com

This plug & play cartridge kit from KYB replaces the internals in WP air
suspension KTM/Husqvarna models  such as the XPLOR, AER and 4CS 48 mm
forks - "providing a very smooth feel and eliminating the harshness of the
WP internals, while building up a progressive damping profile towards the
end of the stroke".

Galfer and Locatelli take the 2020
WSSP 600 Championship
Spanish brakes specialist Galfer
has always invested heavily in
all aspects of its R&D, and that
includes in racing rider and
team support.
As we head towards the close
of the most difficult and
unpredictable race season in
history, the big news for Galfer

is that with Andrea Locatelli,
they have won the 600 cc World
Supersport Championship using
Galfer's award-winning Racing
Disc Wave brake discs.
Locatelli took on nine of ten
races in the 2020 season with
the Racing Disc Wave
DF475CW1 in the Yamaha YZF

600 R-6 of the Italian Team Evan
Bros.
This is the second consecutive
WSSP world championship
Galfer has won - with Swiss star
Randy Krummenacher taking
victory with the Bardahl Evan
Bros Team in 2019.
www.galfermoto.com 
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The Motorcycle Industry Council
(MIC) in the USA has announced
cancellation of the planned
Columbus, Ohio AIMExpo slated
for January 2021. It has also been
announced that the annual
International Motorcycle Show
series that is usually staged in
various indoor venues in
December and January has been
cancelled permanently in favour of
an alternative summer outdoor
event series concept.

Spy pictures from India and published
on rideapart.com and elsewhere appear
to suggest that Husqvarna is working on
200 cc Vitpilen and Svartpilen follow-
ups to its 250s in Asia. The engines are
thought likely to be the 26 hp BS6-
compliant 4-T single already used in the
200 Duke and RC 200.

Showa unveiled a new technical
track truck at the WSBK Pirelli
Spanish round - a flagship asset to
improve its paddock service to the
WSBK teams it supports as part of
its focus on production bike-based
championships and strategy to
transfer "what we learn on the
track into new technology on the
road".

Piaggio has agreed a deal with Poste
Italiane for the supply of some 5,000
three-wheel scooters - the 125 cc Euro 5
Piaggio 3W with 95 kg load capacity.
The deal is reported to be worth some €
31m. Piaggio says it has sold more than
53,000 scooters to the main European
postal services.

Honda has reached 10 years since
it started production of its (still
unique) Dual Clutch Transmission
technology for motorcycles. It first
appeared on MY2011 models in
dealerships in Europe in 2010 (on
the VFR1200F Sports Tourer) and
since then the company has sold
over 140,000 motorcycles
equipped with Dual Clutch
Transmission (DCT) in Europe. In
2019, 45% of Africa Twins, 52% of
NC750Xs and 67% of Gold Wings
sold in Europe had the DCT
version.

Honda has filed a trademark for
'Motocompacto' in the "land vehicles,
namely, electric scooters" category,
suggesting that an urban electric scooter
could be on the way, according to
rideapart.com. The name appears to be
an update on the Honda Motocompo
folding "trunk bike" minibike that was
sold from 1981 to 1983.
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Pan European distributor Bihr
(Bartenheim, France) has
continued to add to its premium
dealer offer with new brands
such as ARWIC Motorcycle
Equipment (luggage, Turkey), the
Spanish made SHAD brand of
luggage (for dealers in Benelux
and Austria), the internationally
respected Jasil line of
crankshafts (Braga, Portugal), the
Australian Rok Straps brand of
cargo straps and the Barkbusters
range of hand guards.
In what is a very smart, forward
facing move, the company has
also started to develop a new e-
bike- specific aftersales offer for
dealers. 
These new products will be
added to the extensive range of
existing parts, accessories, gear
and apparel with three sector-
specific catalogues - one for
tools and workshop equipment
and another for dedicated travel,

touring and trails and scooter
segment products.
For scooters, Bihr is offering new
windshields, top cases and
exhausts and, coming into its
scooter offer for the first time
will be the new section for
electric bikes with spare parts
and accessories for e-
cycles/pedelecs and e-bikes - this
new scooter catalogue has 868
pages.
The travel catalogue has 120
pages, and will regroup products
dedicated to motorcycle tour
and travel, including products
such as additional LED lighting

options, luggage, protectors and
electronic gear such as
intercoms, smartphone holders,
GPS and dedicated accessories.
In its tools and workshop
equipment programme, Bihr is
adding a new range of power
tools by Draper Tool, an even
more extensive offer of the Beta
tools range and a debut for laser
and workshop equipment for e-
bike maintenance by Bike Lift
Europe of Italy.
www.bihr.eu

Bosch 'Help Connect' eCall
system
Stuttgart, Germany based Bosch has
finally launched the emergency
assistance and automatic emergency
call service (eCall) that it has been
working on for several years.
Called 'Help Connect', it automatically
alerts emergency services via
smartphone. "Help Connect adds a
digitally connected guardian angel to
the broad Bosch portfolio of
motorcycle safety systems," says
Harald Kroeger, a member of Bosch's
Board of management.
"With its new, intelligent crash
algorithm, Bosch motorcycle sensor
technology is able to detect accidents
and set the rescue process in motion
via smartphone app. In some cases, an
automatic emergency call can reduce
the accident response time by up to 50
percent."
The system uses an intelligent crash
algorithm installed in the vehicle's
inertial sensor unit to detect accidents.
Via a smartphone app, 'Help Connect'
transmits information about the
accident scene and the rider to the
Bosch Service Center, and from there
to the emergency services, helping
them find the victim faster than might
otherwise be the case.
In an emergency, 'Help Connect'
draws on information from the Bosch
MSC motorcycle stability control, and
more specifically its inertial sensor

unit. One hundred times a second, this
integrated sensor  measures
acceleration and angular velocity, i.e.
how fast the angular position of an
object changes with time. The sensor
can thus accurately calculate the
motorcycle's current position and
angle of lean. 
The integrated crash algorithm
enables the sensor to detect
automatically whether the motorcycle
has been involved in an accident, or
whether a mishap has caused it to fall
over when being parked. It does not
require an additional control unit,
which makes integrating it into the
motorcycle more straightforward. It
connects to Bosch's Vivatar emergency
app via Bluetooth. 
Other smartphone apps, such as
motorcycle manufacturers' proprietary
apps, can also be integrated into the
emergency call solution. Apart from
information about location, 'Help

Connect' also transmits any medical
data provided by the rider to the Bosch
Service Center. These data may prove
vital for the emergency services. On
request, other people may also be
automatically contacted with news of
the accident.
The emergency call service will initially
be available for customers from
Germany. Users will be able to
communicate with the Bosch Service
Center in German or English from
other European countries such as
Austria, Belgium, France, Italy, Ireland,
Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Spain,
Switzerland and the UK.
If the accident is severe and the rider
fails to respond, emergency services
are immediately directed to the scene.
As smartphones are generally carried
close to the body, riders who have
been in an accident can be quickly
located even if they were thrown off
their vehicle in the crash.

Bihr adds brands and catalogues
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NEWS
BRIEFS

Royal Enfield announced that it
will begin motorcycle assembly in
Argentina in partnership with
Grupo Simpa, Royal Enfield's local
distributor in the country since
2019. This marks the first time in
the company's modern history that
motorcycles will be assembled and
produced outside its
manufacturing facilities in
Chennai, India.

APB Corp, Tokyo (Hideaki Horie - the
man behind development of the Nissan
Leaf), has invented a new kind of
battery that is said to be 90% cheaper
to produce than standard lithium-ion
batteries - and potentially much safer -
by replacing the basic components of a
standard Li-ion battery in order to speed
up and simplify the manufacturing
process. "Manufacturing the new
batteries is significantly simplified by
replacing the metal-lined electrodes and
liquid electrolytes typically found within
Li-ion units with a resin construction."

Shell Oil and Ducati have
deepened their partnership,
expanding Shell Advance Ducati oil
distribution and renewing their
engine oil first fill deal for another
three years in the Italian and
Thailand production plants. Shell
Advance Ducati co-branded oil (so
far restricted to the Italian and
North American markets) will also
now become available in Germany,
France and the UK. Available for
aftermarket oil changes in Ducati
road bikes, this bespoke blend
uses Shell’s proprietary PurePlus
technology.

UK based premium aftermarket
motorcycle exhaust manufacturer Max
Torque Cans, trading as MTC Exhausts,
has further expanded with the
acquisition of Quill Performance
Exhausts. The Quill brand joins the
original Max Torque Cans line-up,
established in 2001, and Carbon Can
Company, which MTC took over in
2017.

In its home market, Indian
manufacturer Royal Enfield (Eicher
Motors) has introduced a mobile
servicing option that riders can
book via their nearest dealership
for 'at home' scheduled
maintenance servicing. For its
"Service on Wheels" the company
has built a fleet of 800 bikes
equipped with all the tools, service
items and consumables that
trained and certified dealer based
mobile technicians will need for
the most common interval services
and small repairs.
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"Keeping it simple" with regulation-
ready SLA and SLA Max batteries 
Headed up by Benjamin Sebban, for
many years now, BS Battery has been
building a strong international
reputation with its full range of
powersport batteries, chargers and
boosters specifically designed for high
performance motorcycles and
scooters. 
The French brand started developing a
full range of sealed and ready-to-start
lead acid batteries with SLA battery
technology in 2014. Extremely easy to
use with no acid handling, SLA and
SLA Max batteries have enabled BS
Battery to build great relationships
with several leading motorcycle
manufacturers and has become a Tier-
1 Original Equipment manufacturer to
many.
"With the arrival of 2021 new

European regulations on sulphuric
acid and the ever-increasing
limitations governing acid handling
and shipping, BS Battery is already
able to meet the new needs of the
market with our SLA and SLA Max
ranges," says Sebban.
The French manufacturer provides
more than 80 sealed, ready-to-use and
pre-charged motorcycle battery
applications to its dealer and
distributor network and says it already
covers 90% of motorcycle, ATV, UTV,
snowmobi le  and watercraf t
applications. 
"For us, SLA and SLA Max batteries are
really the best solution for dealers and
end users as they take away the
increasingly unpopular complexities of
dealing with acid fill technology.

Additionally, in our European
warehouse, we ensure the right
performance of products as we
maintain, test, recharge and control all
our batteries in our warehouse before
shipping. 
"By their nature, SLA and SLA Max
batteries make the user's and
distributor's life easier. These two
battery ranges also offer maximum
performance and are a ready-to-use
range. They are as maintenance-free as
possible, require no acid handling,
offer increased power, extended life,
extreme vibration resistance and
multi-positional fitment. 
"Compatible with SLA and SLA Max
batteries, our BS15 charger optimises
lead acid battery power and life with
microprocessor control, with no risk of

overcharging. Our mission is to make
everything as simple as possible for
our customers and for their
customers."
www.bs-battery.com 

Mitas has extended its TERRA
FORCE-MX motocross
competition tyre range,
introduced at the beginning of
2019, to include junior sizes
designed for motorcycles from 50
cc to 85 cc engine displacement. 
Gustavo Pinto Teixeira, VP Two
Wheels and Specialty Tyres, said:
"It is really exciting to extend our
MX competition range to include
all-new junior MX sizes for young
riders. With the addition of junior
sizes, we are creating a solid
foundation for further
development of young motocross
talents. 
"We are honoured that 85 cc FIM
Junior World Champion 2019,

Valerio Lata, won the title on
Mitas tyres and we are keen to
help young riders on their way to
higher MX classes." The range is
available in three versions, each
of them for different types of
terrain.
TERRA FORCE-MX MH tyres seen
here are for medium to hard
terrain. "The shape and
arrangement of knobs provide
maximum traction and control,
with front tyre knobs delivering
straight-line stability, while the
rear tyre knobs ensure greater
contact with the ground".
TERRA FORCE-MX SM tyres are
for soft to medium terrain.
"Tapered knobs bite deeply into

the soft terrain
and provide
improved
acceleration,
cornering and
braking
without losing
traction. The
tyre has a
superb self-
cleaning ability
thanks to the widely spaced
knobs".
TERRA FORCE-MX SAND tyres are
for sandy conditions. "The tread
design features a semi-paddle
construction with spaced knobs
to ensure maximum self-cleaning.
The large centre rib and

aggressive side knobs provide
traction. The tread compound is
characterised by high hardness
and does not soften during the
race". Available only as a rear, it
can be combined with the SM
front.
www.mitas-moto.com

Mitas extends TERRA FORCE-MX
comp range to junior sizes 

TERRA FORCE-MX left to
right: MH, SM, Sand.

http://www.sifam.fr
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Newfren has an 'IDEA' 
for its customers - an
online virtual expo portal
Turin, Italy based brakes and clutch
specialist Newfren has come up with
an innovative way of trying to fill the
void left by the absence of EICMA from
the selling cycle this season.
The Newfren 'IDEA' is an online portal
- an online Newfren EXPO portal - that
will run from 3rd to 7th November -
the originally scheduled primary dates
for EICMA.
Devised as a digital alternative to
seeing the public strolling through the
aisles of EICMA and seeing its booth,
it will provide the opportunity for
consumers, dealers  and
importers/distributors to have a
'VIRTUAL' meet and greet opportunity
with the Newfren staff.
Described as an International Digital
Event of Accessories, dealers and
importers/distributors can schedule
meetings through the 'IDEA' by
Newfren platform on its website and
enter its VIRTUAL BOOTH without
having to leave their offices and travel.
"Of course, there is no substitute for
the real experience," says Newfren's
Elisabetta Quadrini, "but neither is
doing nothing about trying to do
business-as-usual a satisfactory
solution. We want our customers to
know that we are "still here for them"
even if we can't meet them in person
this year.
"In the IDEA by Newfren virtual booth,
there will be more meeting rooms
available for customers, dealers and

distributors to discover the 'world of
Newfren' than we can usually have at
our booth.
"We will be able to theme the areas
according to the interests of our
visitors - in the case of consumers and
race fans we can use video chats to
inform them about how we produce
our award- winning brake pads and
rotors and advise them on
performance and product selection for
riding needs and models.
"In the case of our dealers and
distributors, we can explain how our
extensive R&D determines the
materials, formulas, manufacturing
processes and quality procedures we
use to design and manufacture our
products, and inform them about the
product applications and business
opportunities we have for them for the
2021 season."
Newfren says that virtual visitors to
'IDEA' will simply choose the meeting
room they are interested in and book
one of the free time slots - the system
will fix the date and time to be able to

talk directly with Newfren staff and
confirm the appointment by sending
the link to the visitor. 
The meetings will take place digitally
using the ZOOM platform, which is
accessible to all without the need to
equip themselves with specific
applications. Users will just need a
smartphone and the ZOOM link
created by the system to enter the
showroom, see the products and ask
questions.
As an alternate to the external race

area at EICMA, Newfren says that
'IDEA' by Newfren will offer a day of
Live Streaming on Saturday November
7th, with a schedule full of interviews
and connections with technicians and
riders who will interact directly with
fans.
www.newfren.com

Motorcycle Storehouse goes metric
As Motorcycle Storehouse
approaches its fourth decade
supporting the two-wheel
industry, the Dutch distributor
has launched its first standalone
metric catalogue.
Although Motorcycle
Storehouse has its roots deeply
in the Harley market, in fact
initially starting out as a
specialist vintage Harley
service, repair and restoration
business, the company's
logistics and buying contacts,
particularly around the
European motorcycle market,
have made this a decision
whose time has come.
The distributor landscape in the
'metric' market in Europe has
always been highly competitive,

but new entrants and a series of
mergers and acquisitions have
made it even more so as unit
sales recovered from the effects
of the 2007 - 2009 financial
crisis.
With more dealers, especially in
Europe, taking
advantage of as many of
the business
opportunities their local
market offers,
Motorcycle Storehouse
has an opportunity to
migrate its established
and recognised name
and branding into
pastures new, and as a
kick-off, 768 pages of
parts, accessories, service
items, components, tools

and workshop equipment isn't a
bad start!
Brands included range from
Champion and All Balls to Moto
Master, Ison and TRW.
motorcyclestorehouse.com/
catalogs

http://www.venhill.co.uk
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Brazilian off-road tyre specialist Borilli
Racing was the title sponsor of the
2020 Enduro World Championship as
part of an ambitious play to increase
its sales in Europe.
Borilli has opened a European
headquarters in Italy, and Renato
Borilli, company President, said: "I
firmly believe in the importance of
being part of the market's
competitions, at all levels. For a
technical product like ours, race
involvement is an excellent
opportunity not only in terms of
visibility, but also for product
development."
The Borilli Racing line-up includes a
range of specialty compounds for 7
Days Enduro, 7 Days Enduro Soft, 7
Days Extreme Enduro, B007 Infinity
Motocross and 7 Days Rally, with ex
Enduro World Champion Alex Salvini
choosing to use the Borilli 7 Days
Enduro line in this year's series.
"Today we are a leader in the Brazilian
market, and we are confident that we
can also have our say in the European
market with what is a highly respected

performance product range in the off-
road world.
"Competence, research, passion and
hard work have always been the
driving force behind Borilli Racing, and
today more than ever, this new
challenge here in Europe as title
sponsor of the Enduro World
Championship makes me look forward
with great enthusiasm and desire to
make known the great quality and
reliability of Borilli brand tyres."
Borilli Tires was founded in 1983 by
Renato's father, with Borilli Racing
established in 2014. Borilli Racing has
managed to match the sales volumes
of the historic family company,
bringing total production to 14,000
tyres a month. 
The aim, according to Renato, is to
build a network in Europe in the next
two years with an exclusive distributor
for each European country. As an off-
road tyre specialist, Borilli aims to
"become a primary point of reference
for the sector throughout Europe.
Through constant training and
support, image building and effective
communications and marketing, we
believe we can develop the visibility of
the brand and its association with off-
road riding and racing success and
excel lence, re l iabi l i ty  and
performance.
"We take our maintenance of the hard
earned Borilli reputation and brand
values very seriously so our customers
can be confident that they are buying
the best. Seriousness, competence,
passion and research are the basis of
every single product and what riders
are buying into every time they choose
the Borilli Racing brand.
"The project of the European sales
network aims to create a direct and
exclusive relationship between our
company and the distributor,

following and supporting them with a
personalized approach that takes into
consideration the different requests
and needs of the reference market by
country.
"To do this, Borilli Racing will provide
a structure personally led by me, able
to form its commercial network from a
technical point of view, transmitting all
the expertise and enthusiasm behind
the Borilli brand."
borilli@borilliracing.com
www.borilliracing.com.br

Alex Salvini helped develop Borilli
Racing's Enduro tyres

Borilli race service

Borilli Racing President,
Renato Borilli 

B007 Infinity Enduro
Cross-Country

7 Days
Enduro

7 Days
Rally

Borilli opens European HQ
in Italy; looking to create
European dealer network

www.idnmag.com
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POWERSPORTS
INSIDERS

Santa Cruz, California based Zero
Motorcycles has announced a
'Cash for Carbon' motorcycle
trade-in program. Consumers
trading gas motorcycles towards
the purchase of new electric
motorcycles from Zero get an
additional $1,500 in value.

These days
under Chinese
ownership, the
storied and once
hugely popular
Italian SWM
(Speedy Working
Motorcycles) brand has signed a
domestic U.S. distribution deal with
Watertown, South Dakota based
Central Powersports Distribution.
Initially founded in 1971 near Milan,
SWM made Observed Trials, Enduro,
MX and off-road Sachs and then
Rotax engined 50, 100, 125 and 250
cc bikes until 1984. Reborn in 2014,
the current range features lightweight
singles.

In the USA, Owner Babcox Media
has announced that its B2B title
Motorcycle & Powersports News
will no longer be appearing as a
print magazine - opting instead
for the even more precarious life
of being a digital only
information service. Originally
known as Motorcycle Product
News, MPN was founded in 1974
and had a name change in an
attempt to broaden its market in
2011.

Italian electric sportsbike
manufacturer Energica has signed
with FreedomRoad Financial to offer
retail loans to customers via the U.S.
Energica dealer network for new, used
and certified pre-owned Energica
motorcycles from all model years.

The National Insurance Crime
Bureau (NICB) in USA has
recorded less than 41,000
motorcycle thefts in 2019 -
maintaining an overall
downward trend that has seen
motorcycle thefts fall by -12%
since 2016 (46,467). Most thefts
happen in the warmest states
and in the warmest months. The
most stolen brands were Honda
(8,122), Yamaha (6,495), Harley-
Davidson (4,737), Suzuki (4,686)
and Kawasaki (4,641). Of the
thefts in 2019, 18,857 (46%)
were recovered. Most occurred
in August (4,642) and the fewest
in February (1,972).



http://www.sbsbrakes.com


W
e here at International
Dealer News are always
pleased to be able to
recognise notable
anniversaries, and

Kochmann Boots (Karl Kochmann Cologne
GmbH & Co. KG, to give the original full
company name) has been celebrating a
remarkable pair of anniversaries recently.
The company that is now known worldwide for
handcrafted, high specification and supremely
comfortable motorcycle riding and casual boots and
footwear celebrated its 120th anniversary last year.
The company entered the motorcycle market in the
early 1970s, but brought with it a quality footwear
pedigree that goes all the way back to the opening
of its original retail shop in Cologne, Germany, in
1899.
The company made its motorcycle industry debut at

the old IFMA expo (the forerunner of INTERMOT) at
the old Cologne Expo Centre in 1974 with the
'Hockenheim' - its first motorcycle-specific boot
design, and the company hasn't stopped
innovating.
Kochmann's principles in approaching the
motorcycle market were five key criteria - stylish,
comfortable and practical designs with safety and
waterproofing at the top of the list - and those are
still the "Kochmann Principles" now that this most
traditional of footwear brand names is well into its
second century.

Being able to successfully combine those five
sometimes conflicting principles remains the 'Holy
Grail' of motorcycle bootmakers worldwide, and
Kochmann's latest new-for-2020 designs show that
the company never intends to make or sell boots
that don't come as close to that perfection as
humanly possible.
Kochmann dropped out of retail in 1945 when the
decision was taken to reposition in the post war
world as a wholesaler - 2020 sees the company
celebrating the 75th anniversary of that change of
direction.
Following its 1974 debut in the motorcycle market,
the company leveraged the success it had and the
design 'vibe' of the range with the "Redbike"
accessories label - best known for its classic, retro
and custom style helmets - the brand synergy with
Kochmann boots being timeless design, great
workmanship, safety, good fit and market-driven
prices.
The company moved out of Cologne in 1977 to
Troisdorf (between Cologne and Bonn), and into a
new 1,000 sq m purpose-built OEM-manufacturing,
distribution, sales and marketing headquarters in
1999.
The company is still in the ownership of the founding

Markus Kochmann

INDUSTRY EXTRA

Kochmann Boots - 
120 years of footwear DNA

http://www.bitubo.com


"Modena"
touring
boot

"Nevada"
retro boot

"Dallas" leisure boot

INDUSTRY EXTRA

"RB-755 Indiana"

Open face
helmet "RB-759
Scratch"

family with 3rd generation owner Manfred
Kochmann now being ably assisted by his son
Markus and employs ten people. The company
exports to some 30 countries in Europe and
worldwide, and says that it is always
interested to hear from prospective
new and additional importers and
distributors globally.
By the 1980s the original 'Hockenheim' boot had
been joined by what Markus describes as a
"manageable selection of classic biker boots and
sporty touring designs, but in recent years the line
has grown and grown again". The company's
motorcycle boots range now includes around 40
designs and 25 Redbike helmets.

K. KOCHMANN GmbH & Co. KG
Troisdorf, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)2241 3942-0
info@kochmann.de
www.kochmann.de

http://www.hitechcontrolcable.com/


THE BRADLEY REPORT

Stefan Pierer appears to have taken
the stake in 2018 through Pierer
Industrie AG - PIAG, his investment
vehicle - in a total amount of 
€ 1,358,750 (plus a € 150,000 loan),
and to have now converted that into
a PIERER Mobility stake in return for
30,703 PMAG shares.
Among the online services operated
by DealerCenter, it's BikeCenter is

described as a new "secret weapon"
for dealers and as "the only open
advice and sales tool for bicycle
retailers with over 70 brands and more
than 500 dealers".
In additional PMAG news that broke
just as this edition of IDN was going
to press, the company also announced
that it was to "intensify the joint
venture with CFMOTO in China" -
strengthening its presence in China
and "expanding its market shares".

In a statement PMAG stated that "the
joint venture with CFMOTO is being
further strengthened in order to be
able to serve the increasing market
demand, primarily in China and
globally. The new middle class series
(750 cc) will be produced in the newly
built factory of the Chinese joint
venture in Hangzhou". 
Production is slated to start at the
beginning of 2021 and will be
supplemented in the future by further

models from the 890 cc series and
selected off-road models. 
"As a sign of the deepening of the
cooperation, CFMOTO has acquired
around another one percent of the
listed PMAG stock, so now holds
around 2.05% in the company. These
shares acquired by CFMOTO come
from Pierer Konzerngesellschaft mbH
and directors of the Pierer Group". The
transaction is expected to close in
December 2020.

<<< Continued from cover 

The KTM MotoGP team at Brno - this is only KTM's 
4th season in the premier class.

South African rookie Brad Binder scored
KTM its first ever MotoGP premier class

win at Brno in August on the RC16.

www.idnmag.com

BMW reported its best
ever sales results
for the month of
June (+12% over
June 2019 - the
only one of the
major OEMs so far
able to post real
monthly growth since
the pandemic struck) with a total
of 20,021 BMW motorcycles sold
worldwide in June. 
Despite understandably weak sales
March to May, BMW Motorrad sold
76,707 motorcycles worldwide in the
first half of 2020 - a decrease of 'only'
-17.7%.
This year the company has been
celebrating the 40th anniversary of the
first GS model, and the big news out
of Munich in the past couple of months
is of the new BMW M 1000 RR - the
next in its sequence of 'M' marque
migration from BMW's automotive
operation to its motorcycle division.
Always associated with BMW's top-
end sports styling and performance,
the M RR is the first M model from
BMW Motorrad based on the S 1000
RR, and with an engine output of 156
kW (212 HP), a DIN vehicle kerb
weight of only 192 kg and a
suspension and aerodynamics
"designed for maximum race track
performance, the new M RR meets the
main expectations in the top segment
of Superbikes".
The water-cooled in-line four with
BMW ShiftCam technology for varying
valve timing and valve lift that has
been modified comprehensively

achieves its peak output of 156 kW
(212 HP) at 14,500 rpm, the maximum
torque of 113 Nm at 11,000 rpm and
top speed at 15,100 rpm. The M RR
engine has extensive technical
optimisations such as new 2-ring
forged pistons from Mahle, adapted
combustion chambers, compression
increased to 13.5, longer and lighter
titanium connecting rods from Pankl
(formerly owned by KTM), slimmer and
lighter rocker arms, fully machined
intake ports with new duct geometry

as well as optimisations on camshafts
and the intake area and a lightweight
titanium exhaust system. 
The aerodynamics package includes
carbon M winglets and a high
windscreen with increased downforce
making for later braking and earlier
acceleration reduction in maximum
speed. The chassis design is based on
the aluminium RR bridge frame
trimmed for racetrack use with
modified geometry, optimised wheel
load distribution and extended

adjustability of the swinging arm pivot
point.
It has an optimised upside-down fork
as well as a revised central spring strut
with blue spring and Full Floater Pro
kinematics, as well as M brakes for the
first time at BMW Motorrad and M
carbon wheels as standard.
For those who want more than the
new M RR in standard trim, the M
competition package includes M GPS
lap trigger software and activation
code, an M milled parts package, M
carbon package and 220 g lighter
swinging arm (in silver), friction-
optimised and maintenance-free and
DLC-coated M Endurance chain and a
passenger package that includes tail-
hump cover.
In additional news, after a total of 18
successful BMW Motorrad Days
events in succession at Garmisch-
Partenkirchen near Munich (after the
first event at Seefeld in Austria in
2001), BMW is relocating its (20th)
flagship clan gathering to Berlin in
2021. Dates and details to be
confirmed.

BMW M 1000 RR

Maintenance-free M Endurance
chain - in 525 pitch initially available
for the S 1000 RR/XR and S 1000 XR.

Performance carbon fibre wheel sets
for the BMW S 1000 RR
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Audi AG reported that its Ducati
subsidiary saw unit production decline
by -30.5% for the first half of 2020
(24,157 units, down from 34,759 for
the first half of 2019) - not the complete
'wipe-out' many had expected. Audi
estimates that the global 500 cc+
market was down by -14.7% in the first
half year.
In production terms, Ducati made 4,706
Scramblers, 8,731 Diavel, Monster and
Streetf ighter models, 5,321
Hypermotards and Multistradas, and
5,399 Supersport and Panigale models.
Of those, 19,620 were produced at the
Ducati headquarters at Bologna
(30,159 in the first half of 2019), 4,011
at its Amphur Pluakdaeng site in
Thailand and a further 526 on a
contract manufacturing basis at
Manaus, Brazil. Deliveries to customers
totalled 24,032 units in total (31,722 in
the first half of 2019). 
As Audi's "motorcycle segment",
Ducati is reported as having made a 
€ 7m operating "result" in the first half
of 2020, down from € 44m,
representing an operating return on
sales of 10.2%, with total motorcycle
sales revenue reported at € 331m
(down from € 435m for the first half of
2019). 
Meanwhile, more details have been
released about Ducati's electric mobility
products deal with MT Distribution - in
the shape of a new line of folding e-
bikes with pedal assistance. Three new
Ducati and Ducati Scrambler branded
models have been developed by the

Centro Stile Ducati in collaboration with
Italdesign (on the Urban-E version).
The extension to the deal follows the
success both parties have already had
with the electric scooters introduced
earlier this year. There are three models
of "folders", Urban-E, under the Ducati
brand, and SCR-E and SCR-E Sport,
"dedicated to the Ducati Scrambler
world".
"As for the scooters, considerable
attention has been paid to design in the
development of the e-bikes, for which
the Centro Stile Ducati was responsible.
For the Urban-E model, Ducati
designers collaborated with Italdesign
to propose a unique model of its kind,
with customised components
characterised by an original and
distinctive style.
In additional Ducati news, the company
has extended the warranty on all Ducati
by Arai helmets to five years and marked
the centenary of the birth of legendary
engineer Fabio Taglioni - 'Father' of the
desmodromic system and designer of
numerous revolutionary motorcycles
while with Ducati from 1954 (when he
joined as Technical Director) to 1984.

Fabio Taglioni - Ducati Technical
Director for 30 years

Ducati says the "sporty character and extreme DNA" of the
Streetfighter V4 has become "even sportier with Ducati Performance
accessories" such as a complete titanium exhaust system, set of carbon
wings, magnesium rims, a dry clutch kit, adjustable rider footpegs and
a range of covers and detailing accessories.

http://www.matrisdampers.com
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MV Agusta has announced a new
strategic partnership in China with QJ-
Motor for the distribution of the
brand's motorcycles in China. QJ
Group (Zhejiang Qianjiang Motorcycle
Group Co.) is one of the largest and
most prominent two-wheeler
manufacturers in China (think Benelli
and Harley-Davidson among others),
and itself part of the giant Geely Group
(Lynk, Lotus, Volvo, Proton etc). 
The agreement will initially concern
the distribution of MV Agusta models
through a network of flagship stores
across the country - "providing the
highest standards of service to
Chinese customers". 

After the successful launch phase in
collaboration with Fekon Co., who was
instrumental in the introduction of MV
Agusta motorcycles in China, "QJ will
now take over the seven existing
mono-brand stores and expand the
sales network with an additional 21
stores within twelve months and
service centres with the objective of
rapidly and significantly incrementing
MV Agusta's presence and visibility on
the Chinese market. QJ has an
impressive track record and

considerable experience in managing
international prime brands".
Timur Sardarov, CEO MV Agusta
Motor S.p.A., said: "I am thrilled about
this agreement with QJ for the second
phase of our expansion into the
Chinese market. It is a very ambitious,
long-term partnership that will make
MV Agusta the number one Italian
premium motorcycle brand in China in
the next five years. QJ is one of the
leading global players in terms of
scale, market presence and quality
standards, and I am confident that
with such a solid partner we will reach,
and possibly beat, all our commercial
objectives very rapidly. We are also
developing a further important
collaboration on the industrial front,
which we will announce shortly."
In other news, MV Agusta has
appointed IMG (International
Management Group) as its exclusive
worldwide licensing representative.
Through the new multi-year
partnership, IMG will work with MV
Agusta to build a licensing programme
focused on brand extensions and
lifestyle products that reflect the
company's  "commitment to

performance, quality, innovation and
consumer engagement" within local
communities.
"IMG is the best possible partner for
what we have in store for our fans
around the world," said Timur
Sardarov. "This strategic partnership
accelerates the execution of our five-
year expansion plan. MV Agusta has
tremendous brand equity; it's a truly
beloved brand and an icon of design
and technology in the motorcycling
world."
Best known from the early 1960s
when founder Mark McCormack took
the world of professional golf to a new
level through his representation of
Jack Nicklaus, Arnold Palmer and Gary
Player, and, subsequently many other
sports (including professional tennis),
this is far from being IMG's first
involvement with the motorcycle and
wider powersports and motorsports
industries. These days IMG is owned by
New York based Private Equity
investors Silver Lake Partners,
Kohlberg Kravis Roberts (KKR) and
others.
Finally, with a series of "heart-
stopping live shows at motorcycle
exhibitions and fairs around Europe",
Thibaut Nogues, the French stunt rider
from the Côte d'Azur, is the "eclectic
frontman" of the recently created MV
Agusta Freestyle Division. With an
impressive social media reach in over
55 countries worldwide, and hundreds
of thousands of views for each new
video within days and 1.5 million web
contacts on a monthly basis, Thibaut
Nogues and MV Agusta's Freestyle
Division team will elevate the brand to

the status of web influencer, appealing
to a new audience of Millennials and
Gen Z riders. 
"In 2019, the team participated in
over twenty events, ranging from
MotoGP and Superbike rounds to the
opening of new showrooms, to Stunt
& Drift competitions, to fairs and
exhibitions. With Thibaut in the role of
star performer, MV Agusta's Freestyle
Division is led by Virginio Ferrari, a
former rider with extensive experience
in managing racing teams, seconded
by Lorenzo Gandino, Emanuele Grassi
and Marco Anfesi, all highly
specialised engineers and mechanics
with an impressive track record in the
racing industry.
"For his shows, Thibaut Nogues rides
the specially developed Freestyle
Division Edition Brutale 800 RR and F3
800, sporting an elegant black, grey
and red livery. The bikes' special
components include a steel protective
crash cage, nylon crash inserts, a
unique 'non-slip' stand up wheelie
seat, a RAW SC-Project titanium
exhaust, machined wheels, a
reinforced rear swingarm developed
and constructed in CRC, a handcrafted
oversize aluminium radiator, different
final ratio and chain guards. Additional
components include a dedicated ECU
map, full Öhlins suspension as well as
an STM clutch for drifting
performance. The final touches include
front fork triple-clamps with a different
offset, a rear brake lever on the
handlebar, additional rear brake
calipers and a special rear brake pedal.
Completing the modifications are the
CNC-machined passenger pegs."

Memo to Thibaut Nogues, 
MV Agusta Freestyle Division, 
"Sir - that is no way to behave with a perfectly good Brutale 800 RR!"

Timur Sardarov, CEO of MV Agusta,
said: "This agreement with QJ for
the second phase of our expansion
into the Chinese market will help
make MV Agusta the number one
Italian premium motorcycle brand in
China in the next five years."

Kawasaki Heavy Industries (KHI)
says that its results for the first
quarter of its 2020/2021
financial year (to June 2020)
were "significantly affected due
to the impact of COVID-19 in the
major markets of Europe, North
America and South East Asia".
Motorcycle unit sales in
developed markets were 29,000
in the three months to June 30,
worth some 24.7bn yen, with

25,000 units sold (for 9.1bn yen)
in emerging markets. With
13,000 UTV, ATV and PWC sold,
its global powersports industry
business was 67,000 units sold
compared to 110,000 for the
year-ago quarter (-39%) for
58.9bn yen (-9.3%; includes
8.5bn yen worth of general-
purpose gasoline engines).
The segment posted a -5.9bn
yen loss for the quarter
compared to a -2.8bn yen loss
in the year-ago quarter. At a
corporate level, KHI recorded
300,602m yen total
consolidated sales for a 
-20,661m yen loss.

The "class-defining Z900 is set to continue segment dominance in 2021,
continuing to push boundaries and delivering a visceral riding experience
while offering an outstanding selection of focused electronic rider aids,
the Z900 – in full power and 70kw versions – will be available in three
colourways for the 2021 season".
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Since posting its last set of quarterly
results, Piaggio has entered into a 
€ 60m euro loan underwritten to the
tune of € 30m each by Cassa Depositi
e Prestiti (CDP) and Banca Monte dei
Paschi di Siena (Banca MPS). The
company says that the new credit line
will "support investments in research,
development and innovation, and will
further strengthen the Group's
financial structure".
In additional Group news, Vespa

Elettrica has been recognised with an
"honourable mention" at the 26th
edition of the Compasso d’Oro,
described by Piaggio as "the world’s
most authoritative design award".
Established in 1954, the ADI
Compasso d'Oro Award "is the oldest
and most authoritative global award in
design, resulting from an idea of Gio
Ponti to highlight the value and quality
of Italian design. Since 1964, the ADI
(Association for Industrial Design) has
organised the award, monitoring its
impartiality and integrity. The close to
three hundred projects to receive an
award in more than fifty years since it
was established, along with almost
two thousand selected for Honourable
Mention, have been collected and are
kept in the Historic Collection of the

ADI Compasso d'Oro Award, which is
managed by the ADI Foundation.
The Piaggio Group had been honoured
with the Compasso d’Oro award in the
’90s and with an Honourable Mention
with the Vespa 946 in 2016.
Aprilia MotoGP riders Aleix Espargaro,
Bradley Smith and Lorenzo Savadori
were on the track ahead of the second
MotoGP race held at Misano in
September, testing the highly
anticipated RS 660 - to their universal
collective approval.
The new medium engine capacity
sport bike will go into production in
October and marks the beginning of a

new era for Aprilia as the first model
of a new generation of lightweight,
high- performance medium engine
capacity bikes supported by the
electronics and technology of the
Aprilia Racing department - it is said
to have an "outstanding"
weight/power ratio of 169 kg for 100
hp.
The new aluminium twin spar frame
uses the engine as a load bearing
element and is said to maintain the
Aprilia reputation for being able to
build "superb chassis architecture".
The RS 660 is built around a new
engine - a compact and lightweight
parallel twin with dual overhead cam
distribution and 4 valves per cylinder
that has been derived from the front
bank of the 1,100 cc V4.

Vespa Elettrica is
available in a 45 km/h
version, designed strictly
for urban use, and
therefore homologated as
a moped, and in a 70 km/h
version.

Bradley Smith and Lorenzo
Savadori trying to break the
RS 660 at Misano.
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Yamaha reported 1.709 million total
global motorcycle unit sales for the
first half of 2020, generating net sales
of 375.2bn yen, down from 2.516
million units and 504.2bn yen for the
first six months of 2019.
Units sales in Europe totalled 99,000,
down from 109,000 for the first half of
last year, with North American sales at
28,000 units (down from 32,000 of
the year-ago period); domestic sales in
Japan were 42,000 units, down from
46,000, with Asia reporting 1.364
million units sold, compared to 2.115
million for the first half of 2019.
In Yamaha's 'Land Mobility'
(Motorcycles) segment, net sales were
429.0bn yen (a decrease of -133.6bn
yen or 23.7% compared with the same
period the previous fiscal year), with
an operating loss of -6.7bn yen (the

same period the previous fiscal year
showed an operating income of
20.8bn yen).
Due to the impact of the COVID-19
pandemic, the number of PTWs sold
decreased, and the various lengths of
factory closures in each country
resulted in lower sales and income.
Additionally, total demand in
Indonesia dropped significantly due to
stricter examinations on sales finance
due to the economic downturn. In
India and the Philippines, the effects of
lockdowns were longer than in other
countries. However, in China, Vietnam
and Taiwan, the recovery of total
demand has steadily progressed.
At a corporate level, net sales for
Yamaha Motor  Co. , L td. 's
consolidated accounting period for the
first six months of the fiscal year
ending December 31, 2020 were
685.5bn yen (a decrease of -170.4bn
yen or 19.9% compared with the same
period the previous fiscal year).
Operating income was 19.1bn yen (a
decrease of -49.9bn yen or 72.3%),
ordinary income was 20.7bn yen (a
decrease of 49.5bn yen or -70.5%),
and a net loss for the quarter
attributable to owners of parent was 
-2.8bn yen (the same period the
previous fiscal year recorded a net
income of 52.0bn yen).

The all-new WR450F - "increased power, sharper handling and stronger
braking". Completely redesigned for 2021, equipped with the same lighter
and more powerful 2,450 cc engine as well as the all-new sharper handling
aluminium bilateral beam frame first seen on Yamaha’s latest generation
YZ450F motocross bikes.

Owned by the Bahrain Investment
Corporation (BIC - aka Investcorp), the
Dainese Group (Dainese apparel and
AGV helmets) has acquired the
Montebelluna near Treviso, Italy based
boot maker TCX -formerly known as
Oxtar and owned by Keyhaven Capital
Partners' subsidiary Novation.
Founded in 1999 and best known for
its Torsion Control System (TCS), the
move takes Dainese closer to its vision
of 'Head to Toe' safety, and former
Ducati man and now CEO at Dainese
Cristiano Silei is quoted as saying
"improving safety in dynamic sports
has always been the Dainese mission
- committing to ongoing research into
innovative systems that protect
athletes from head to toe. We are
extremely proud of this acquisition.
TCX shares with Dainese the passion
for product quality and adds technical
and development skills that are
fundamental in motorbike footwear."
Dainese was founded in 1972 by Lino
Dainese and bought the famous, 1947
founded AGV helmet brand in 2007,

becoming a part of BIC in 2014 in a
deal that valued Dainese at the time as
being worth € 130m; the cost of the
TCX deal has not been disclosed at this
stage.
TCX S.r.l. was acquired by London
based equity investor Keyhaven
Capital Partners in 2017 and later that
same year Claus Stenbaek (a Keyhaven
Managing Partner and TCX/Novation
Chairman) appointed former Dainese
Sales and Marketing Director Andrea
Nalesso as the company’s new CEO.

Dainese Group
acquires TCX boots

www.idnmag.com

The new for 2020 TCX RT Race Pro
Air features a double flex control
system and the Michelin Burnout
double compound rubber sole with
a specific grip area inspired by the
"Power Supersport Evo" tyre
compound.

http://www.hevik.com
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At the height of the pandemic panic,
Triumph Motorcycles announced that
it was to lay off a second tranche of
employees for 2020 - around 400
people - in response to the economic
impacts of the COVID-19 health
emergency. Some 240 of them were to
be from the already depleted UK
workforce at  i ts  Hinck ley,
Leicestershire "Centre of Excellence
for Research and Development".
In a statement the company said at the
time that the pandemic had
"significantly reduced global demand
for large capacity motorcycles". At the
time Triumph said it employed some
2,500 people worldwide, around
1,000 of them in the UK, and the
company had only recently announced
that it was to move all remaining
volume production from the UK to one
of its factories in Thailand - leaving the
much reduced UK facility to focus on
design, R&D, race engines and the
assembly of its programme of factory
custom specials.
At the time Triumph Motorcycles' Chief
Executive Nick Bloor was quoted as
saying that "sales in the larger 500 cc
plus motorcycle segment in key

markets such as France, Italy, Germany,
the USA and the UK have fallen by
between 40 and 65 percent over the
past three months during what would
normally be the peak season for sales.
"Although Triumph sales have
outperformed this significant decline
to some degree, the market is forecast
to remain considerably down on pre-
COVID-19 levels as a direct result of
the economic conditions created by
it."
Turnover grew to £529.5m in the year
to June 2019, when worldwide
production was put at 60,131 bikes -
at that stage only some 6,000 to 7,000
were thought to have been made at
the UK factory. Pre-tax profits rose
from £9m to £9.5m, while the amount
spent developing new models rose
from £36m to £43.4m. 
Triumph says it currently has some 650
dealers worldwide, with production
stable at around 60,000 units a year,
with a worldwide head count of 1,800
people. The company has subsidiary
operations in the UK, North America,
France, Germany, Spain, Italy, Japan,
Sweden (Scandinavia), Benelux, Brazil,
India, China and Thailand as well as a
network of independent distributors.
Triumph has manufacturing facilities in
Hinckley, Leicestershire, and Thailand,
plus CKD facilities in Brazil and India.
The most recent news is of the new
Trident now undergoing final testing.
The new tech and feature- rich Triple is
planned to be in dealerships in the
spring of 2021 with a "full reveal"
expected soon - a design prototype
was seen on display at the London
Design Museum in the summer.
The company says that the "pictures of

the camouflaged Trident mark the
completion of a four-year programme,
with an original British design and an
agile and rider-friendly chassis and
ergonomics developed at our UK
headquarters in Hinckley".
The non-equity joint venture deal with
Bajaj is moving ahead, with India built
Triumph models (of various styles in
the 200 to 500 cc range) expected to
be in dealerships worldwide in 2022. 
Earlier this year Triumph Chief
Commercial Officer Paul Stroud said
that the first model is expected to carry
a starting price tag in India of around
€ 2,550 (GBP £2,150/US $2,800) and
will be manufactured at Bajaj Auto's
Chakan facility. 
Bajaj is taking over distribution of
Triumph's existing large displacement
models in India (where it was selling
around 1,000 bikes) and export and
sell the new models worldwide
wherever it has an existing sales
structure.
In January Nick Bloor stated that
Triumph's own dealer network in
Europe, USA and elsewhere will also
be 'in-play' when the models are in
volume production, stating that "the
products that will come out of the
partnership will help attract a younger,
but still discerning customer audience

and is another step in our ambition to
expand globally, particularly in the fast
growing markets of South East Asia". 
The speculation as to whether Bajaj
and Triumph might strike a deal to
make suitably tuned and compliant
lightweight scramblers and 'trackers'
available through KTM dealers in
Europe and North America appears to
have been wide of the mark, with
highly ambitious KTM Stefan Pierer
thought likely to be open to other
manufacturers "parking their
scooters" on his lawn despite the Bajaj
connection. 

The Triumph 'Trekker' E-Bicycle with
a charge that delivers around 150
km through a 250w 60 Nm torque-
rich Shimano powertrain that
comprises a Shimano Steps E6100
motor and fully integrated Shimano
E8035 504Wh battery.

Not surprisingly, Honda
reported that "business
stagnated and demand declined
significantly on a global basis
due to the COVID-19" for the
first quarter of its 2020/2021
financial year (the period
ending June 30). 
"Production and sales activities
of all Honda operations were
impacted, as a result, sales and
profit for the fiscal first quarter
experienced a year-on-year
decrease. In forecast terms, the
future outlook remains
uncertain, but [at a corporate
level] we plan to achieve an
operating profit of 200.0bn yen
and profit before income taxes
for the current financial year."
Honda plans to do so by
"further strengthening our
company-wide initiatives to
improve earnings. Quarterly
dividend for the fiscal first
quarter will be 11 yen per share

(a year-on-year decrease of 17
yen per share); total dividends
paid for the fiscal year planned
to be 44 yen per share".
Total corporate consolidated
sales revenue was 2,123.7bn

yen (a year-on-year decrease of
46.9%) due primarily to a
decrease in sales revenue from
all businesses. Operating loss
was 113.6bn yen (a year-on-year
decrease by 366.1bn yen); loss

before income taxes: 73.4bn
yen; the impact of the COVID-19
is estimated to be
approximately 440.0bn yen.
Honda's motorcycle business
sales revenue was 274.2bn yen
(a year-on-year decrease of
258.7bn yen), due primarily to a
decrease in unit sales, mainly in
Asia.
Motorcycle operating profit was
11.2bn yen (a year-on-year
decrease of 58.6bn yen).
Despite a decrease in unit sales,
profit was still made, primarily
due to a decrease in R&D and
SG&A expenses.
Consolidated unit sales of
motorcycles were 1.221 million
units, compared to 3.264 million
for the year-ago quarter; for the
2019/2020 full year
consolidated motorcycle unit
sales were 12.426 million, and
Honda is now forecasting 9.715
million for 2020/2021.

Honda's perennially popular entry-level CB125F is a brand-new motorcycle
for 2021 with a huge 11 kg weight reduction. "Its low friction eSP
('enhanced Smart Power') engine significantly improves fuel economy while
maintaining performance and now features an ACG starter. The revised
bodywork takes styling cues from bigger CB stablemates, and equipment
includes an LED headlight, centre stand and digital dash with ECO meter".
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The KSR Group, based at Gedersdorf in
Austria, has emerged as one of the
most important distributors and
manufacturers of motorcycles in Europe
- selling more than 80,000 units a year
for 15 brands to some 2,300 dealers in
more than 60 countries.
The new deal with Italjet (Castel Guelfo
di Bologna, Italy) is for exclusive
distribution of the new Italjet Dragster
125/200 in Germany, Austria France
and Greece. Production is due to start
at the end of November - "with
immediate delivery worldwide".
"We have chosen the KSR Group, a
reference reality in the two-wheel
sector, because we are sure that it will
be able to make the most of the
exclusive characteristics of Italian style,
design and technology that distinguish
our Urban Superbike," declares Sandro

Caparelli, Italjet Sales & Marketing
Manager.
The first 499 units to be produced in
November will be a Limited Edition
version, in the exclusive livery
Black/Magnesium, which had already
sold out just a few weeks after being
shown at EICMA 2019.
The new Dragster 125 cc ABS Euro 5 will
be sold in Italy at SRP of € 5,100 EW*,
while the 200 cc ABS Euro 5 version at
€ 5,400 EW*. Prices in other countries
will vary dependent on VAT rate and
custom duties.
KSR Group GmbH has a considerable
pedigree when it comes to selling
Italian brand vehicles. It has been
successfully distributing Benelli in
Germany, Austria and Switzerland for
several years.
In 2017 KSR founded a joint venture
with Innocenti SA, which has been
producing vehicles under the Lambretta
brand since 2018. In the same year, KSR
took over the Malaguti brand and
presented a wide range of light sport
motorcycles and scooters at EICMA. 
www.ksr-group.com
www.italjet.comDragster 125cc ABS EURO 5

Suzuki reported a -53.1% drop
in corporate consolidated net
sales revenue (to 425.2bn yen)
for the first quarter of its new
financial year (the period from
April to June 2020). Operating
income was -97.9% and net
income -95.6%.
In its global motorcycle
business, net sales decreased by
46.8% (30.7bn yen to 34.9bn
yen) with an operating loss of
3.0bn yen.
The company says it produced
189,000 powersports vehicles in
total in its first quarter (3,000
of them were ATVs), which was 
-56% down, with no production
recorded at all for the United

States, 6,000 units in Japan and
170,000 in Asia.
In sales terms, Suzuki is
reporting 261,000 units sold
worldwide in the first quarter in
total (-39.8%), 8,000 of them
were ATVs; with 10,000 units
sold in Europe (-32.8% year-on-
year, down from 15,000 units
for the year-ago quarter), no
sales in North America, 13,000
units sold in Japan (-10.1%) and
170,000 units sold in Asia 
(-56.7%).
Suzuki's motorcycle business in
Europe in the first quarter is
reported as having been worth
7.2bn yen in consolidated net
sales (down from 11.9bn yen for
the year ago quarter).

Suzuki GSXR 1000 R/RR 100th anniversary
special editions

http://www.gillestooling.com
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H
eadquartered just a few
kilometres from the Misano
Adriatico racetrack, "Roberto Aloi
will help us to establish a new
commercial strategy that is

appropriate to the current market - one that
is tuned to meet the present market's needs
and make us ready to embrace future
opportunities," says Gastone Serafini, TM
Racing CEO.
"We started a comprehensive review of all aspects of
the business two years ago and have invested in new,

cutting-edge equipment, better structures to increase
production capacity, the hiring of additional
engineers from the racing world, as well as new
projects. The introduction of an International Sales
Manager is therefore our latest investment in the
future of the TM Racing brand.
Alex Serafini, COO added: "Our mission is to ensure
that TM Racing is recognised among the top brands
of the off-road motorcycle sector, so we can optimise
and further spread our presence internationally.
Roberto is a respected sales professional with
experience at several prestigious companies in our

industry. He brings a solid track record of sales success
with over 20 years' experience."
Aloi said: "I started my career as an aftersales area
manager for Suzuki Italy and consolidated my
experience working as sales manager for the
Andreani Group for 17 years. I was then sales
manager for Termignoni for almost three years.
"The main reason that lead me to accept TM's
proposal was the desire to support the Serafini
family's project of giving a generational change to the
company within the next ten years. This is a very
stimulating long-term goal for me as we want to set
up a commercial dialogue that is tuned specifically to
the needs and opportunities of the current market by
engaging with new ideas in sectors that have not
been explored by the TM brand until now.
"We plan to broaden the vision of the company and
develop new projects and opportunities. TM Racing's

As reported recently, TM Racing in Italy has appointed a new
International Sales Manager - Roberto Aloi - as the Pesaro based MX,
Enduro and SuperMoto manufacturer seeks to leverage its competition
success on the international stage. The move comes as part of a two-year
investment programme that has seen the manufacturer 'step up' in
pursuit of further growth...

TM Racing gears up
for export drive

Left to right: Alex Serafini, TM Racing COO;
Gastone Serafini, CEO; Roberto Aloi,

International Sales Manager

TM Racing gears up
for export drive
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main growth plan is to further expand its presence at
the European and international level with completely
new marketing strategies and a particular focus on
young off-road users. TM's great off-road pedigree
makes it ideally placed to reach new young riders. By
developing their loyalty to the brand, we can grow
with them as their riding tastes and preferences grow.
"The first and most important factor in realising this
ambition is, of course, to continue to invest heavily in
quality - something that has always been a hallmark
of the TM Racing brand."
Alex Serafini agrees, going on to say: "Together with a
revised market plan and renewed marketing strategies,
we intend to focus further on quality and cutting-edge
technology. This has always been the TM Racing
signature, one that started in the racing sector - racing
and quality have been the heart and the soul of the
company for over 40 years.
"Quality, exclusivity and craftsmanship - these are the
TM Racing characteristics that we believe will give us
a platform on which to build an international
reputation as an innovative and reliable partner - one
with a vision that embraces the changes in the market,
and provides dealers with valuable profit opportunities
in the future."
Aloi continued: "My entire career has been in the
motorcycle industry. I started racing at the age of 16 in
the Italian Speed Championship, and while my results
weren't great, I was hooked on the passion. It has been
great to be able to build my professional career in the
industry I love, and I hope that passion and dedication
will be apparent to those I do business with.
"I got my professional start as part of the Suzuki Italia
sales group as an aftersales area manager. Then I was
able to spend 17 years as the sales manager for the
Andreani Group. That gave me a fantastic professional
training and was excellent all-round experience. 
"I believe that following that up with the technical

and industrial training that almost three years at
Termignoni gave me - one of the most prestigious
aftermarket and racing exhaust businesses in the
industry - has really prepared me well for the
challenges and opportunities here at TM Racing.
"At Termignoni I was more fully dialled in to the whole
of the production process - from the raw material to
the finished product - and as with suspensions, being
involved with performance exhausts added another
new dimension to my experience, so that when I met
with the Serafini family, I really felt ready to take the
next step and put everything I have learned into
helping to build a motorcycle manufacturing brand to
the next level.
"It was like all the stages of my experience had been
leading me logically to this. The all-round context of

my experience meant that not only could I really feel
the passion that the family had for their brand, but I
can fully understand the business opportunity that it
represents for dealers internationally.
"This is a challenge and a long-term project, and we
have some exciting ideas, and I am certain that we
can make TM Racing into a brand that sits
comfortably alongside all the most prestigious
motorcycle brands, and that it provides our dealers
with business opportunities that others don't."
One of the first projects that Roberto Aloi will oversee
will be the U.S. launch of a new TM Racing mini cross
motorcycle with a 112 cc 2-stroke engine - but that
will just be the start. There is a lot more to come from
the company in the years ahead.
www.tmracing.it
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Bologna, Italy based specialist D.I.D Europe has introduced a
new ZVM-X series chain in high gloss black to complete the
range of colours available. It is added to a range that is already
offered in steel, gold and silver where the inner and outer plates
are in the same colourway.

It is available as a 520 series chain, recommended for 250-1,200
cc displacements, a super strong 450-1,300 cc chain - the
longest wearing of the series - and as a 530 (50) for 600-1,400
cc applications.
As its designation suggests, the ZVM-X is an X-ring chain for
high power sportbike and sport-tourer applications where
super-grade wear resistance and complete reliability are at a
premium.
Its durability and strength have been well proven on the street
and the track with a reported 10% higher rigidity than the
previous ZVM2 chain it superseded. It is noted for offering
maximum control with the best possible traction power
handling in all conditions and the best acceleration performance
and pick-up reaction in its class.

D.I.D EUROPE SRL
Bologna, ITALY
Tel: +39 051 531543
info@dideu.it
www.dideu.it
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E Netherlands based specialist manufacturer Twin Air
has developed a new foam air filter solution for the
popular Yamaha Ténéré 700 for improved airflow
and improved protection from sand, dust and water.
The Twin Air filter kit is used as a pre-filter on top of
the OEM paper filter as a level of extra protection -
simply remove the OEM air intake and install the
Twin Air filter and aluminium cage. The installation
uses the OEM bolts.
The kit includes a pre-oiled foam air filter (FR) and
aluminium flange. For very dusty circumstances,
Twin Air offers an extra Grand Prix cover to mount
on top of the Twin Air filter - also available for the
standard intake.

TWIN AIR
Veghel, NETHERLANDS
Tel: +31 (0)413 343040
info@twinair.com
www.twinair.com

KV39 'Army' helmet
Kappa has developed the full-face 'Army' line of the
KV39 cross/enduro helmet in three graphic versions
for track and gravel racers, inspired by the
camouflage theme of military uniforms.
The thermoplastic shell has a weight of 1,370 g (+/-
50 g), the helmet has a removable and washable
internal hypoallergenic fabric lining and fastening is
with double D-ring strap. Ventilation is provided by
three upper air vents, a chin guard vent, two on the
front and a rear extractor. Other features include a
nose guard and an adjustable peak.
The KV39 'Army' has a wide frontal opening which
allows the use of masks/goggles without
obstructing the view. It comes in a range of sizes
and three colour options - matt black/yellow, glossy
blue/yellow and glossy red/white. 

KAPPA
Flero (BS), ITALY
Tel: +39 030 268 0374
info@kappamoto.com
www.kappamoto.com

D.I.D ZVM-X in high gloss black 

Air filter kit for
Yamaha Ténéré 700 
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Suspension options for
Moto Guzzi V7 models
Italian suspension specialist
Matris has a complete range of
performance, handling and
comfort upgrade options for Mark
I, II and III Moto Guzzi V7 models.
The line-up includes the popular
M40KC and M40D multi-
adjustable rear twin shocks series
that allows adjustment in
compression, rebound, length and
spring preload - available in
"Chrome" or "Black Edition".
For the front end, Matris'
innovative Quad Valve System
F15K 20 mm complete hydraulic
cart r idge converts  the
conventional non-adjustable and
basic OEM fork into a state-of-
the-art, fully adjustable front fork
with compression, rebound and
spring preload adjustment, offering the rider a range
of custom settings that allow improved feedback,

safety and response. 
All Matris fork kits are
supplied ready to fit with no
modifications to the original
fork required for the
assembly, which means a
fully reversible install. An
entry level FKE fork kit is also
available for the V7. 

MATRIS S.R.L.
Camisano Vicentino
(VI), ITALY
Tel: +39 0444 411636
info@matrisdampers.com
www.matrisdampers.com

M40D M40KC

F15K

ECE approved 1290 Super
Adventure slip-on 
The versatile LV-12 platform unveiled at
EICMA 2019 is now available for the KTM
1290 Super Adventure (2017-2020).
Designed in Italy and combining "cutting-
edge materials and high-tech, precision
manufacturing", this new line of LV-12
exhausts is described as having been
"specified for the very particular demands
of adventure bikes".
Available in three finishes, "the LV-12
stainless steel exhaust is entirely made of
AISI 304 stainless steel with TIG welds,  the
LV-12 Black Edition has been developed for
those who love dark tones with a high

temperature resistant black ceramic-based
paint, and the LV-12 titanium outer sleeve
and the bracket are made of titanium grade
1 with TIG welds".
Features of the EVE approved slip-on
include a dual-flow carbon fibre end cap,
"enriched with a matt clear coating for
maximum UV resistance". 
"The oversize design makes the LV-12 the
perfect fit for adventure motorcycles, and
the laser-etched LeoVince logo gives the
exhaust a premium finish".

LEOVINCE
Monticello d'Alba (CN), ITALY
info@leovince.com
www.leovince.com

Italian helmet specialist Airoh has moved its story
another decisive step forward with its Aviator 3 - an
off-road helmet that "raises the bar of the
competition and redefines the standards of an off-
road helmet".
The outer shell of the Primal graphic version is made
of 3K Carbon. Other graphic versions are available,
such as the matt black seen here, and are made of
fibre composite. For the whole range, the shell is
available in four different sizes.
Airoh engineers used wind tunnel testing to arrive at
an optimum shape for aerodynamics, performance,
comfort and optics, with a premium placed on high
speed stability and thermoregulation. 
The Aviator 3 brings together several established
Airoh performance features, such as the second-
generation AMS2 Plus (Airoh Multi-Action Safety
System), AEFR (Airoh Emergency Fast Release) and
AMLS (Airoh Magnetic Lining System), in a feature-
rich, high-tech combination.
The six air vents and the spoilers with integrated
extractors are said to give the Aviator 3 a comfortable
fit in even the most extreme riding conditions. The
helmet also features the innovative AHS (Airoh
Hydration System) integrated in the EPS.

LOCATELLI S.P.A.
Almenno San Bartolomeo (BG), ITALY
Tel: +39 035 553101
info@airoh.com
www.airoh.com
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"Raise the
bar"
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VStream options for C400X
Maywood, Illinois based windscreen specialist
National Cycle has added these VStream screens for
the BMW C400X - available in three sizes "for
weather that's warm or cold and for riding that's
spirited or sedate, there is a perfect VStream for every

kind of rider".
VStream gets its name from its unique patented
shape. The advanced "V" profile and dimensional
contours push the wind vortex out and away from
the rider’s helmet, resulting in a peaceful, quieter

riding environment.
These windscreens are made from 3.0 mm Quantum
hardcoated polycarbonate. This high-quality
material, along with state-of-the-art manufacturing
techniques, provides outstanding clarity, impact
strength and scratch resistance unmatched by any
windscreen maker worldwide.
"Quantum hardcoated polycarbonate is the material
of choice for serious motorcycle riders. It is 10 times
more abrasion resistant than FMR hardcoated
polycarbonate, and 30 times more than windscreens
made from commonly used acrylic or 'aircraft
plastic'."
VStream Windscreens are easy to install and are
protected by a 3-year warranty against breakage.

NATIONAL CYCLE INC.
Maywood, Illinois, USA
Tel: +1 708 343 0400
sales@nationalcycle.com
www.nationalcycle.com

New from internationally recognised
specialist Rick's Motorsport Electrics (New
Hampshire, USA), this new high-output
charging kit for a wide range of Kawasaki
400, 440 and 750 cc models from 1978 to
1983 will convert the OE single phase system
into a more modern 3-phase system and in
doing so increase the output power by 50%.
The kit comes with a brand-new stator and
rectifier/regulator, along with installation

instructions. Rick's also sells a version for
those that want to change over to lithium
batteries, and says it has another kit planned
for the KZ650s.  

RICK’S MOTORSPORT ELECTRICS
Hampstead, NH, USA
Tel: +1 603 329 9901
info@ricksmotorsportelectrics.com
www.ricksmotorsportelectrics.com

'Twincolor' sprockets and dealer
promo programmes
This year has seen Italian sprocket specialist PBR
introduce new 'Twincolor' rear sprockets where the
outer is in black and dealers can choose from a range
of colours for the inner. Manufactured in Ergal (7075
T6 zinc aluminium alloy) and precision CNC-
machined, PBR says its processes produce "the most
flawlessly accurate, durable and reliable sprockets on
the market".
"Tough and reliable is what PBR stands for -
reliability and racing grit, lightness and
determination. Our 'Twincolor' rear sprockets are

more aggressive thanks to the unique and accurate
design of the lightening holes. But this is just the
beginning of the benefits for our dealers.
"A brand-new PBR merchandising programme is
now underway with incentives for dealers and their
customers - it is all about helping you to generate
the "WOW" effect. If you buy one 'Twincolor' rear
sprocket, you get a racing bag for your customer's
client; buy one kit with EK chain and gain the 'No
Shaft Mask'; buy five EK chains and gain one racing
shirt with Petronas sponsorship.
"The quality of gifts are designed to raise up the
perceived value of the purchase and boost the status
of the store with your customers. 
"For dealers, our Welcome Kit includes the PBR
catalogue, of course, plus five T-Shirts for you and
your team, ten masks and ten racing bags. We are
'taking it up to a new level' with our dealer network,
and with our pedigree as the first specialist sprocket
manufacturer in Italy (1969), and with so many
championships and races won, and such an
extensive OEM programme, we believe we offer

dealers in Europe one of the best power transmission
business opportunities in the industry."

PBR SPROCKETS
Osteria Grande (BO), ITALY
Tel: +39 051 946746
info@pbr.it
www.pbr.it

Replacement Kawasaki charging
kit boosts power by +50% 
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Last year saw French manufacturer Roof Helmets
launch its RO200 CARBON. It was very well received
by the press at EICMA and announced as the
"lightest weight racing full-face helmet in the
world".
For 2021 Roof is taking the same technologies as
seen on the CARBON - the sporty design and the
safety and comfort features - and is releasing a new
version of the RO200 made from fibreglass and
weighing it at just 1,280 g or 1,370 g (subject to

size). Roof says this is also the lightest full-face
helmet in its class and it comes as standard with an
additional DAYNIGHT Pinlock ready visor and a
100% MAX VISION Pinlock lens.
Features include many patents from the shell to the
EPS and the visor articulation mechanism, chinstrap
anchors and air vents. The EPS is a 5-density
technology to optimise energy dissipation, with a
ventilated, breathable, antibacterial and quick
drying, sound absorbing and fully removable,
adjustable and washable lining fabric.
The RO200 has a very wide field of vision - horizontal
is 210° and vertical is 100° (measured on size 58);
there are top venturi effect air vents and six air
intakes and two extractors in total; a patented dual
function airbox for the ventilation of the face or of
the visor, depending on the user’s needs - just the
one air intake for the two tasks.
There is an ultra-fast visor removing system and a
specific (keychain) tool comes as standard with the
helmet and the visor is very secure to reduce neck
rotation. It features emergency cheek pads removal,
has optimised aerodynamics, a silicon lip seal for the
visor and the side plates for a perfect sealing, is
glasses and comms ready, has an aluminium Double-
D chinstrap and wind guard and nose guard as
standard.

Also seen here, the BOXXER CARBON CAGE is a
1,000 helmet limited edition with a 100% exposed
carbon shell, "accentuated by a cage of carbon cells
that evokes the premium specifications of this limited
edition".
Additional features include leather added to the
inner lining and an additional iridium silver visor,
exclusive packaging and a foldable backpack.

ROOF INTERNATIONAL
Pegomas, FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0)4 92 97 29 12
info@roof.fr
www.roof

RO200

Boxxer Carbon Cage

SC-Project - +8.6 hp
on the Panigale
Straight from exhaust specialist SC-Project's
R&D department at Milan, this 4-2-1-2 full
titanium exhaust system with double CR-T
M2 for the new Ducati Panigale V4 S/R is
derived directly from SC-Project‘s racing
department experience in the WSBK World
Championship.
"No compromise, maximum performance,
maximum attention to detail, the best
technologies and the best materials for the

creation of a real state-of-the-art
system," says Sales Manager Michele
Balboni, "the same system used in
WSBK by Team Barni and now
available for consumers from their
nearest SC-Project dealers."
The system is supplied with four
precision CNC-machined, high-
strength, lightweight billet titanium
engine connections with flanges and fitted
with titanium bushings. The surface of the
bushings is treated with a special process to
ensure the best coupling, reduce friction
and protect from oxidation for a longer life,
long-term extreme stress tolerance. 
Each header is made entirely with reduced-
thickness titanium, with TIG welds
performed in a controlled environment that
is free from impurities. The full system is
equipped with connections for lambda
probes; the mounting springs have metal
covers to withstand maximum stress.
The mufflers are SC-Project's CR-T M2
designs with high-resistance carbon fibre
cover over titanium canisters, with a
titanium mesh protector.
In addition, the kit is equipped with a
lightweight, autoclave manufactured carbon
heat shield with titanium insert. All
hardware and mounting brackets are
included in the kit. The exhaust can be

installed with the original tail and fairings
of the bike and with the original licence
plate holder retained.
SC-Project says that the weight reduction is
substantial: -2.9 kg compared to the
original system, even though this is a
complete system that retains the original
double under-seat muffler design concept.
The performance increase is also massive at
+8.1 hp and +4.0 Nm torque on the V4 S at
14,300 rpm and +8.6 hp and +4.1 Nm at
15,400 rpm; the noise level was measured
at 106 dB at 5,500 rpm. To obtain maximum
performance and optimise the power of the
system and the engine, SC-Project
recommends remapping the ECU.

SC-PROJECT
Cassinetta di Lugagnano (MI), ITALY
Tel: +39 0294 22313
info@sc-project.com
www.sc-project.com

RO200 - dual size
multi-composite shell
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GIVI has several upgrade options available for all the
'18-'19 versions of the Caballero, "increasing the
riding comfort and adding space for luggage". All are
said to complement the strong retro lines of the bike,
giving it "a convincing scrambler style".
Included in the line-up of parts is the SR9150 rear
rack in glossy black for Monolock top cases. The
support also acts as a holder and can also be used
to carry a compact GIVI soft bag. The TMT9150
holder mounts on the left side of the bike and holds
side bag MT501S from the Metro-T range.
The BF43 is a flange for fitting any of the tank bags
equipped with the Tanklock quick fastening/release
system for attaching numerous GIVI bag models.
Screens for this bike model include the 100AL/ALB
universal Race Café screen, available in grey or black
anodised aluminium with dimensions 20.5 x 26.5 cm

(H x W). The screens are mounted using fitting kit
AL9150A. Another universal screen (140A/S) is
available with a transparent or a smoked screen with
dimensions 35 x 41 cm (H x W), mounting it on the
round headlamp requires the AL9150A fitting kit.
The TN9150 engine guard in black 25 mm diameter
steel tube is compatible with the 500 cc model. The
RP9150 oil carter protector in brushed and anodised
aluminium is 5 mm thick, also only for the 500 cc
Caballero model. Finally, the PR9150 is a stainless
steel specific radiator guard painted in black.

GIVI S.P.A.
Flero (BS), ITALY
Tel: +39 030 358 1253
info@givi.it
www.givimoto.it

Parts to enrich the Fantic Caballero 

Putoline Procool R+
Putoline Procool R+ is a long life, OAT
(Organic Acid Technology) coolant
concentrate which has been especially
developed for road racing - where the use
of regular coolants on MEG or PG basis is
not permitted due to the risk of slippery
circuits.
Putoline Procool R+ can be mixed with
normal tap water or, preferably,
demineralised water in a ratio of 5%/1:20
dilution. This product does not provide
frost protection, but instead, and thanks to
its unique formulation, the product
provides for the maximum reliability and
low maintenance life of all cooling system
parts such as water pumps, seals and
hoses.
Advanced corrosion additives enhance

component durability, and reliable stability
is delivered with all levels of water
hardness. It promotes optimal corrosion
protection of all types of metals, including
aluminium and magnesium, prevents
overheating and reduces the operating
temperature and prevents cavitation.
Procool R+ is environmentally friendly and
has low toxicity, can be used safely on
tracks and circuits, is economical in use
and available in 500 ml bottles - enough
for 10 litres of ready mixed coolant. 

PUTOLINE OIL
Almelo, NETHERLANDS
Tel: +31 (0)546 818165
info@putoline.com
www.putoline.com

Bergamo emergency services special edition 
Caberg has launched a special edition helmet that
recognises the extraordinary work of the emergency
and medical services in Italy this year - especially
those in the Bergamo area of northern Italy where
Caberg are based, very much the epicentre of the
coronavirus pandemic in Northern Italy.
From December, the company will be offering a
special edition of its top-selling ECE 22.05 P/J
approved LG Chem high-impact ABS shell HORUS
flip-up in the colours of the Italian flag with a
"BERGAMO 2020 LEST WE FORGET" logo at the
rear.
With this special edition Caberg is supporting the
National Alpine Soldiers Association of the city of

Bergamo for the great help provided
to the community during the past
hard times. "For each HORUS
Tribute sold to our official
distributors and dealers,
Caberg will donate 3% of the
sale to this precious volunteer
association."  
Conceived as a comms ready
urban and touring crossover,
the ultra-wide view HORUS has
the anti-fog Pinlock Max Vision
lens as standard and a chin guard
rotation movement that is

independent from the visor,
allowing the chin guard to be
much closer, which means that
the Caberg R&D team has been
able to reduce the headwind
effect while riding with the chin
guard open.

CABERG SPA
Azzano S Paolo (BG), ITALY

Tel: +39 035 4203611
info@caberg.it
www.caberg.it
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In the last edition of IDN we showcased a selection
of parts and accessories available from Luxembourg
based manufacturer Gilles Tooling for Yamaha's all
conquering Ténéré 700. 
As an Official Parts Sponsor to the Monster Energy
Yamaha MotoGP Team it is only natural that Gilles
also offers parts for several other Yamaha models -
from the R1/M and YZF-R3 and R6, through to the
Niken, TMAX 530, MT-03/07/09/10 and, as seen
here, the popular and versatile Tracer 700.
Precision-machined from the best materials and
rigorously tested for strength, durability, fit and
function, ergonomics and processing quality are the
Gilles hallmarks, and the products that you can buy
and use and sell in your dealership are the exact same
designs and quality that has made Gilles Tooling one
of the Yamaha Factory Racing Team's longest
standing MotoGP parts partners - a relationship now
in its 6th season.
This is a selection of the designs available for the
Tracer 700 - see the full range for this and all the
leading models Gilles has designed for, as well as a
wide range of universal parts and accessory options,
on the Gilles Tooling website, where regular updates
are posted as the company's engineers turn their
attention to other popular models throughout the
year.

GILLES TOOLING GMBH
Grevenmacher, LUXEMBOURG
Tel: +352 2678931
info@gillestooling.com
www.gillestooling.com

Tracer 700
accessories

Folding 6-way adjustable FXR
rearsets - reduced weight for
maximum performance without
compromising torsional stiffness;
WSBK derived and proven design;
double ball bearing shift and

brake lever; aluminium
ratchet heel guards on
both sides; optional
carbon heel guards

available.

Adjustable FXL handbrake and 
clutch levers - optimal shape for all 
grip styles; patented Gilles design; 

phosphate coated; 35 clicks of precision
adjustment using central adjusting wheel;
designed-in 2-finger area breaking point.

'California' replacement
footpegs in black from
a wide range of
Gilles replacement
driver and
passenger
footpeg options
that use the OEM
mounting points for
ease of install, these
hinged 'California'
style pegs were developed
as a result of thousands of
hours and kilometres of advanced
rider training at the famous Keith Code
California Superbike School. Patented design with
bevelled edges for outstanding grip when
cornering; 15 degrees of alignment adjustment.

Touring driver
footpegs in
silver 

AXB chain
tensioner

Portugal based Polisport - the performance
plastics specialist - has added a range of
new protectors to its product range.
Its clutch and ignition cover protectors have
been a well known Polisport product line for
many years, but the company is now
releasing a kit that includes both, available
for Kawasaki, Honda, GasGas, KTM, Sherco,
Husqvarna and Beta models, in brand
colours.
Polisport's new range of frame protectors
"provides the best protection to the frame
from roost, impact and the rider's boots".
They have a slim, low-profile design and are
produced in highly resistant, durable plastic.
A grippy texture increases the adhesiveness
and will give a factory look to the bike with
its OEM and black colour options available
for selected Yamaha, Kawasaki, Honda,
KTM, Husqvarna, Beta, Sherco and GasGas
models.
Finally, a new silencer protector "will excel
at protecting the silencer from impacts and
falls. This new and innovative part is
produced with a blend of silicone and metal
and is easily installed without the need of
mounting hardware - just stretch the
silicone around the silencer - the strength
and grip of the material will hold it in
place". They are available in two different
sizes.

POLISPORT
Carregosa, PORTUGAL
Tel: +351 256 410 230
polisport@polisport.com
www.polisport.com

Silencer protector

Clutch and ignition covers

Frame protectors

Polisport has it
protected

www.idnmag.com

Having been a MotoGP Yamaha Factory Racing
Team parts sponsor since 2015, this year saw
Yamaha recognising the support of its steadfast
partner - Yamaha gave Gilles' profile a boost at
Brno and selected other races with the logo
featuring prominently on the front cowl of
Viñales’ and Rossi’s M1s.
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Also available in a composite fibre shell,
this is X-Lite's exclusive high-carbon
content version of the new X-1005
flip-up helmet. 
"Characterised by an elegant
and dynamic design, a striking
appearance and a wide range
of innovative technical
features", some of which are
proprietary patented
concepts, the carbon-rich
construction comes in three
outer shell sizes, has double
P/J homologation, an ultra-wide
visor, VPS sunscreen (adjustable in
various positions and fitted with
Nolan's automatic retraction system),
elliptical trajectory rotation of the chin guard, exclusive
double action chin guard opening mechanism, double
lever Microlock

2
retention system with micrometric

adjustment, Carbon Fitting Racing Experience inner
comfort padding (with an innovative net
construction), exclusive Liner Positioning Control (LPC)
system and is set up for the new generation N-Com
communication system.
"The X-1005 Ultra Carbon is the most exclusive flip-
up helmet for the most demanding of motorbike
tourists - the dual homologationmeans the helmet
can be used either with the chin guard open (J
configuration) or closed (P configuration), as the
protective chin guard has passed the homologation

tests required by UN/ECE
regulations for full-face helmets. 
"The large surface of the S/R
(Scratch Resistant) visor
makes it possible to have a
broader lateral view,
increasing active safety,
and thanks to the
patented adjusting system,
the stretch of the Pinlock
inner visor can be adjusted,
acting from the exterior of the

visor, without the need to
remove it. The Full Silicone Border

(FSB) allows for an increase in the size
of the air chamber located between the

helmet exterior and interior - further reducing the
risk of fogging and reducing the risk of scratches to
the visor."
The removable and fully adjustable moulded Lexan
VPS sunscreen is scratch and fog resistant and offers
UV protection up to 400 nanometres. It can be easily
removed for maintenance and cleaning and is fully
adjustable. The patented activation systemallows
for the automatic retraction of the sunscreen to a
standby position. 
The "Carbon Fitting Racing Experience" comfort
inner padding features active carbon filaments that
create a thermoregulatory, antistatic and dissipative
element, and the liner features an innovative net
construction that aids the movement of air around the
upper part of the head. 
An "Eyewear Adaptive" system has been designed
for the comfort of eyeglass wearers. Subject to version,
a patented Microlock2 double-lever retention system
with micrometric adjustment consists of a
thermoplastic ergonomic opening lever and of a
second aluminium toothed holding lever. The toothed
lever releases the micrometric strip, thus the chin strap
can only be opened with a very broad rotation of the
opening lever. This device minimises the possibility of
unintentional opening of the retention system. 
The helmet is set up for Nolan's award-winning N-
COM Communication System and the helmet is
approved for use with the N-Com communication
system installed (compatible with the N-Com B902
and B601 X series).

The patented Elliptical Trajectory Chin Guard
Rotation System has made it possible to keep the
total size of the helmet's front section to a minimum
when the chin guard is open. The infamous "sail"
effect associated with "modular" helmets is therefore
greatly reduced, with riding comfort and safety still
guaranteed even when the chin guard is lifted. 
The X-1005 is fitted with the exclusive and patented
Nolan/X-Lite Dual Action chin guard opening
system. Positioned in the centre of the chin guard, it
allows for easy, one-handed opening. The dual action
opening mechanism reduces the risk of accidental
opening - the chin guard is opened only by operating
the first release lever (or safety lock) and then
activating the second lever, in sequence. 
A patent-pending Liner Positioning System allows
for regulating the position of the liner - this permits
the positioning of the same-sized helmet to be
adjusted for different heads, consequently adapting to
various requirements and head shapes.
The helmet has a moulded lining for the internal
cheek pads in polystyrene, which allows for more
precise fitting of the fabric inner cheek pads, and which
also provides the housing for the earphones of the N-
Com communication system; removable and
washable integrated chin straps (in the cheek
pads) improve fit, wearability and soundproofing; the
single-piece expanded foam cheek pads are said to
create superior even pressure and consistent
performance over time. The pads can be removed from
the lining for ease of washing.

NOLAN GROUP
Brembate di Sopra (BG), ITALY
Tel. +39 035 602111
info@nolan.it
www.nolan.it

X-Lite X-1005 Ultra
Carbon flip-up full-face 

http://www.fullsixcarbon.com
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Founded in Italy in 1919, Regina is
introducing what it says is the world's
first motorcycle chain that eliminates
the need for 1,000 km periodic and
workshop service interval re-
lubrication.
The company describes its High
Performance Endurance (HPE) chain as
a Z-Ring chain that is the result of
extensive lab and street testing to
demonstrate that it has a reliable
useable life that is at least equivalent,
if not greater, than a traditional,
regularly re-lubricated Z-Ring chain.
The magic ingredient is a hydrogen-
free Tetrahedral Amorphous Carbon
(ta-C) coating, currently considered to
be the most advanced among DLC
(Diamond Like Carbon) coatings, often
used on front forks, that is applied to
the HPE chain bushing and roller
surfaces.
"The ta-C coating reduces energy
dissipation and increases efficiency in
the secondary transmission,
combining the very high hardness of
the coated surface with a low
coefficient of friction. The elimination
of chain cleaning and lubricant spatter
dur ing operat ion minimises
environmental impact.
"The innovative ta-C coating process
was developed through intense R&D
activity by Regina engineers and is

entirely carried out in our Cernusco
Lombardone (LC) plant in Italy
[between Milan and Bergamo].
"The elimination of the periodic re-
lubrication and the greater efficiency
of power transmission raise the HPE
chain to an extremely advanced
technological level compared to
traditional sealed chains - unthinkable
until today and unparalleled on the
market," said Paolo Garbagnati, CEO
of Regina. 
"We would like to thank all the women
and the men who made the
achievement of this important goal
possible, including all the passionate
riders, who, confidentially and
professionally, contributed to the
project with many extensive test
rides." The HPE chain will be available
on the aftermarket starting January
2021 and works with the same front
and rear sprockets used with
traditional sealed chains.

REGINA 
Cernusco Lombardone (LC),
ITALY
Tel: +39  039  9980 1
sales@reginachain.net
www.reginachain.net

Regina launches
lube-free Z-Ring
HPE chain
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FUCHS SILKOLENE says it is now "ready to take our
next step to reduce our use of single use plastic
bottles" by expanding the Silkolene 4 litre Lube Cube
range "designed to offer a real alternative to plastic
bottles with a recyclable pack".
The 4 litre Lube Cube range will be made available in
all Silkolene grades currently filled into 4 litre plastic
bottles. Using the latest print technology, the 4 litre
Lube Cube range will feature a full 360 degree colour
printed box, "ensuring that our products will easily
stand out against all others on the shelf with our
striking design.
"With a growing global awareness of our
environmental impact and focus to reduce our use of
single use plastic bottles, the Lube Cubes will offer
dealers and their customers the opportunity to reduce
their carbon footprint - Silkolene Lube Cubes offer a

real added value USP that cannot be matched by our
competitors."
It is estimated that Lube Cube has already saved more
than 800 metric tonnes (800,000 kg) of plastic since
its launch in 2012 - that is the equivalent of 16 million
plastic bottles, or 96 million plastic carrier bags.
Joost van Genderen, Head of Motorcycle division for
Stoke-on-Trent, UK based Silkolene said: "We are
extremely proud to be leading the way in the
lubricants industry when it comes to sustainable
packaging. 
"Our Lube Cube is a piece of genuine innovation and
it has revolutionised how we sell many of our most
popular oils in the automotive, industrial and
agricultural sectors. To have saved such a huge
amount of plastic is a fantastic achievement. We have
effectively saved the equivalent energy usage of 420

households for one year."
The Lube Cube is a single use, recyclable packaging
system when the plastic inner is washed prior to
disposal. With zero disposal costs, as it can be
included with normal recycling waste, significant
savings are to be made when businesses are paying
to dispose of hazardous waste. It is constructed from
a strong, durable cardboard outer containing a
product filled plastic inner.  
The FUCHS company offer Lube Cubes in 4, 5 and 20
litre capacities depending on the product. As well as
the clear environmental benefits, Lube Cubes are
easier to dispense from than traditional plastic bottles
thanks to a built-in tap, similar to a wine box. They are
easier to store as they can be stacked on top of each
other, with the additional benefit that larger quantities
can be packed on pallets compared to regular plastic
containers, so stocking space is reduced.
FUCHS says it has taken a number of steps to reduce
its impact on the planet, including the installation of
more than 2,000 solar photovoltaic panels at its 
UK HQ.

FUCHS SILKOLENE
Hanley, UK
Tel: +44 1782 203 700
www.silkolene.com

SILKOLENE Lube Cube

Italian parts and accessory manufacturer CNC Racing
has these new triple clamps available for the Ducati
Monster 1200.
Precision CNC-machined from T6 heat-treated billet
aluminium, then black anodised, the geometric
dimensions are identical to the factory original with a
36 mm offset, 205 mm centre distance and 58 mm fork
leg diameter.
The top plate (PST11B) is supplied with two pre-
installed vibration dampers to allow the easy

replacement of the original,
and it can be mounted just by
replacing the original top
plate, or in combination with
CNC's PSB10B lower plate and
PSA10B steering tube.
The kit includes fixing screws in lightened stainless steel
- titanium screw kit for top, bottom or both clamps
available separately. It fits Monster 1200 R '16-'19 and
1200 S '14-'20.

CNC RACING
Arezzo (AR), ITALY

Tel: +39 0575 342010
info@cncracing.it
www.cncracing.it

Monster triple clamps
PST11B top plate

PSB10B
bottom
plate

http://www.puig.tv
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The "Good, Better and Best" of riders and their
relationship with battery chemistry
A question often asked is why OptiMate has
different battery chargers for lead-acid and
lithium starter batteries if the two battery
types work fine in the same vehicle, i.e. in a
12V vehicle charging system. 
Both 12V lead-acid and 12.8V lithium starter
batteries work well within the 13V to 14.5V
voltage zone required for a vehicle's ignition
system to perform. That's why the stock
lead-acid battery in a modern powersport
vehicle can be replaced with a suitable
LFP/LiFePO4 battery. In other words, for all
intents and purposes, and without going into
primary differences such as weight or
cranking amps, for most riders a battery
performs the same function - starting the
engine, never mind the chemistry.  
If riders kept their batteries maintained
every time they park their vehicle, not much
else is needed other than an OptiMate 1
DUO, but we know that does not always
happen! 
As soon as that battery is dead-flat, you need
a different type of charger to bring it back to
life. Following deep discharge, lead-acid and
lithium batteries require completely different
reconditioning methods to successfully
recover them from a vulnerable 'dead-flat'
state - and "successfully" also means safely
where LFP/LiFePO4 batteries are concerned.
The four cells in a dead-flat battery will be in
a critical state of health and need to be
treated gently. High current or voltage will
cause damage or even kill the battery.
OptiMate lithium battery chargers
automatically deliver controlled low current
and low voltage to bring all cells safely back
up to the normal voltage zone before
ramping up charging.  
A sulphated AGM 12V lead-acid battery on
the other hand will not accept charge at

normal voltage (up to 14.5V). It needs a
higher reconditioning voltage to overcome
its reluctance to accept charge, and that's
within the charge algorithm of both the
OptiMate 3 and OptiMate 4 battery chargers
- and it's a pretty smart algorithm too.
If vehicle circuitry is sensed, it will not
engage that high voltage SAVE mode. It's
therefore best to recover that battery 'off
vehicle'. 
The basic things to remember are that higher
voltage kills lithium batteries, but a
sulphated lead-acid battery needs higher
than normal voltage to overcome its
reluctance to accept charge - their responses
are the opposite of each other.
Secondly, at low voltage a lithium battery can
only tolerate low current, but a discharged
lead-acid battery can accept high current
charge - again, the opposite of each other. 
So how come a charger such as the OptiMate
1 DUO works on both battery chemistries?
Well, the DUO is a safe compromise. It does

not deliver high voltage recovery, simple -
and at low voltage it delivers only very low
current. That said, it does still have plenty of
'smarts' - for example, its 24-7 maintenance
programme adjusts to the connected battery. 
For dealers it is important to sell the right
OptiMate battery charger to their customers.
Use the table seen here to navigate your way
through the different customer habits that
you have to allow for.
The GOOD option is for the conscientious
riders who never forget, i.e. always maintain
the battery of their parked vehicle, with the
BETTER or BEST options for those riders who
may forget and need, on occasion, to save
their battery or who simply prefer a battery
charger with more features. 

TECMATE
Tienen, BELGIUM
Tel: +32 (0)16 805440
www.tecmate.com
www.optimate1.com

http://www.surflexclutches.com
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Suspension
dyno software
updates
Italian suspension specialist
Andreani  i s  known
internationally as one of
Europe's premier suspension
distributor and tuner. Its
programme of regular courses
is  very  popular  with
suspension Techs and the
company has invested much of
their decades of race and
street suspension knowledge
and experience in a leading
range of specialty workshop
equipment, diagnostics and
tools.
The DS1 spring dyno and DB4
and DB4 plus suspension dyno
are two of the motorcycle
suspension market's most
popular workshop 'Must
Haves' and make professional
grade street and race
suspension testing and tuning
available to any motorcycle
workshop.
As used by many leading
world series race teams
and the Andreani crew at
tracks all around the
world, the DB4 and
DB4+ (additional pro-
grade features such as a 5.5 kW three-phase motor
- see our review in IDN #252/July 2020) both feature
advanced software for tuning, service and repair, and
each machine always ships with the latest versions
of the software and its application databases and
tune profiles.
However, once installed, the user can regularly

update the software from
Andreani's online DB4
Ass is tance Porta l
(www.andreanitools.com)
where the company's
decades of experience is
constantly added to with
new suspension set-ups and
applications.
Known as the most
advanced test bench that
Andreani has yet produced,
the DB4 range comes
complete with all the
necessary adapters and kit

that will allow technicians to work on every kind
of suspension in a wide range of speeds and
loads, choosing between several stroke settings.
Additionally, the DB series can be used with MTB
and automotive shock absorbers and forks.
Andreani is offering free shipping on both the
DB4 versions to IDN readers until the end of
December 2020. For info and to use the offer,
email sales2@andreanigroup.com with the

subject 'IDN DB4/DB4 Plus promo'.

ANDREANI GROUP INTERNATIONAL
Pesaro (PU), ITALY
Tel: +39 0721 209021
info@andreanigroup.com
www.andreanigroup.com

Venhill brake hose
upgrade for CRF450L
British motorcycle controls specialist Venhill
Engineering now offers upgraded front brake hoses for
the latest generation Honda CRF450L.
Developed with input from JM Honda Racing in MXGP,
the Venhill brake lines offer enhanced performance
and feel, plus improved durability and greater
flexibility in set-up than the factory-fitted items. 
Each line is constructed around a DuPont Teflon core,
for maximum heat resistance, which prevents
softening, expansion and loss of shape. Its consistent
internal diameter and smooth bore also allow more
efficient fluid flow. 
Marine grade stainless steel braid is wrapped around
the hose to prevent further pressure expansion and
protect against damage. For a neat, long lasting finish,
the lines are covered with an extruded PVC jacket,
available in a choice of ten colours and a clear option
(pictured). 
Venhill’s unique threaded swivel fittings allow the lines

to be positioned with zero twist, and Venhill machines
its own banjo fittings to ensure proper fitment and a
consistent quality finish. 
All hoses are built to exceed DOT and TÜV
requirements. Pressure tested to 1500 psi, they are a
precise replacement upgrade for the OE items and the
kits come with all necessary fittings for 2019/2020
CRF450L models.

VENHILL ENGINEERING
Dorking, Surrey, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1306 885111
sales@venhill.co.uk
www.venhill.co.uk

German manufacturer Magura has new,
complete HYMEC kits available for 2020 off-
road and on-highway models from KTM,
Yamaha and Honda. 
Pre-assembled HYMEC complete kits are
delivered ready for installation to replace
the mechanical clutch cable installed at the
factory. The new Enduro/ADV model
applications offered are the Honda
CRF1000L Africa Twin (from 2016), the KTM
790 Adventure (from 2019) and the Yamaha
Ténéré 700 later this year.
New street model kits are available for the
Yamaha MT-07 and MT-09 and the KTM 790
Duke - all three models are available now
and all Magura HYMEC kits are said to be
quick and easy to install.
The feature that has made the HYMEC range
so popular is the special hydraulic
transmission ratio. It reduces the amount of
manual force required at the clutch lever,
giving riders a permanently constant
pressure point even under heavy use (e.g.
off-road use). The hydraulic medium used is
mineral oil, which makes the HYMEC low
maintenance and durable. There is no need
to bleed or change the hydraulic fluid - the
HYMEC maintains its performance
throughout its working life.
"Both touring and off-road drivers benefit
from the advantages of the HYMEC. Its use
has proven particularly effective for drivers
with less strength in their hands: painful
hands and forearms are now a thing of the
past, thanks to the reduced operating
effort," according to the company.

MAGURA GMBH & CO.
Bad Urach, GERMANY

Tel. +49 (0)7125 153262
powersports@magura.de

www.magura.com

Off road

Street

Magura adds
HYMEC kit
applications
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German accessory specialist SW-MOTECH says that
the new BMW S 1000 XR "is the perfect motorcycle
for those who want to ride a sporty bike without
having to forego comfort and long-distance
capability. Equipped with the same engine as the
Double R, the remake of the XR offers the full range
of options for sporty motorcycle riding". 
"In the process of updating the XR BMW, engineers
have dealt with some of the issues of the model's
first iteration such as reducing the vibrations and
toning down the exhaust to make the S 1000 XR
more suitable for a longer trip while still combining
the fun feel of sporty motorcycling. Thanks to its new
ergonomics - a narrower handlebar and knee hold
as well as significantly more pronounced front fender
- the new four-cylinder still has plenty to offer."
And so does SW-MOTECH! The company still offers
an extensive range of accessories for the first S 1000
XR model line, but has now augmented those with
additional premium accessories specifically designed
for the new S 1000 XR platform from 2019 onwards. 
Luggage systems for the S 1000 XR include their
lightweight and robust AERO ABS cases, each with
25 litres of storage, secured to the removable, black
powder-coated steel PRO side carrier in one single
step. For more storage, the URBAN ABS top case
matches the look of the two side cases and secures
to the tail with their robust ADVENTURE-RACK.
To gain more storage space at the rear of the bike,
SW-MOTECH TRAX ADV and ION aluminium top
cases are described as "ideal for those who want to
give this quite sporty bike a bit of an adventurous
touch".
"The tail also allows for small and compact luggage
solutions. For the new version of the S 1000 XR we
have developed a matching SLC carrier that can hold
URBAN ABS side cases or small SysBags 10 and 15
- made of durable ballistic nylon. For those who
would like it even more compact and sporty, we have
Blaze H saddlebags with up to 21 litres of volume
per bag - the advantage being that if necessary, bag
and carrier can be removed completely".
The PRO Engage tank bag with its PRO tank ring

offers up to 10 litres of storage for valuables, gloves,
a water bottle, spare battery, safety vest or snack -
the new PRO tank ring with magnetic guide ensures
easy and secure fixing to the tank.
For protection of the four-cylinder engine and fairing
components, a black crash bar, made of robust 27
mm thick steel, was built specifically for the S 1000
XR. For better visibility in bad weather, the SW-
MOTECH EVO fog lights use the corresponding crash
bar clamps. Frame sliders and axle sliders for the
bike's front and rear can provide additional
protection - abrasion-resistant, they are made of
fiberglass-reinforced plastic and absorb the impact
of a crash, protecting the fork leg and left side of the
swingarm.
EVO footrests offer secure footing and can be
individually adapted to the ergonomic needs of the
rider, and matching mirror extensions to the
TRAVELLER RIDER seat add extra comfort.

SW-MOTECH
Rauschenberg, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)6425 8168050
info@sw-motech.com
www.sw-motech.com

Hydroform Short R for Diavel 1260
Combining the performance of a maxi-naked with
the lines of an authentic muscle cruiser, the Ducati
Diavel is an ideal platform for an exhaust
manufacturer like HP Corse.
It is hard to imagine anything being able to improve
on the stock style, sound and performance of the 159
hp DVT 1262 Testastretta engine, but the Bologna
based exhaust manufacturer brings over 20 years of
material modelling and applied fluid dynamics R&D
experience to the party, and the result is the stacked
double short muffler of the Hydroform Short R with
removable mesh and stylish sloping back-cut outlet
- "the most evocative of HP Corse racing products,
characterised by exquisitely clean lines and
breathtaking curves".
The most incredible cut and weld-free shapes and
variable diameters of the Short R can only be
achieved by hydroforming, and the removable mesh

allows the dB killer to be removed. The unapproved
(racing) version, built specifically for the Diavel 1260,
is a semi-complete 2-into-2 system that keeps the
original primary collectors and then continues with
the double Hydroform Short R exhaust, available in
both light satin steel finish and in a high temperature
resistant black ceramic version.
There is a dyno performance video available by
following the links at the HP Corse website, and the
company says that it has measured a +4.26 hp
power increase at 9,200 rpm and massive torque
gains of more than +7 ft lbs. at 5,300 rpm.

HP CORSE
Bologna, ITALY
commerciale@hpcorse.com
info@hpcorse.com
www.hpcorse.com

Manufactured in New
Zealand by Dold Industries,
Ventura luggage is a system-
based range of
model-specific and universal

mount luggage
options that
includes hard

top boxes and soft top luggage packs,
panniers/sidebags, tankbags and more that
are available for a huge range of makes and
models. With roots going back to the mid
70s, the company now makes systems for
over 2,500 models.
Central to the system is a versatile,
ergonomic, modular and robust easy-mount
system that is secure and safe as well as
versatile and durable. The Ventura Bike-Pack
system features a rack, packs and model-
specific bracketry - it really is that simple,
and really is that good.
Ventura packs are made with Kodra fabric, a
heavy duty ballistic nylon material. They are
lined with a laminated, waterproof PVC
backed material. The central mounting
component is their L-bracket, and as with all

the racks, they are made in mild steel
tube and satin black powder-coat

finished (or polished
silver/chrome for Cruisers).
Available as single
components or bundled kits,
recent application additions

include options for the
BMW 750/850 GS as

seen here. 

DOLD INDUSTRIES 
Te Rapa, Hamilton, NEW ZEALAND 

Tel: +64 7 849 4392 
ventura@ventura-bike.com 

www.ventura-bike.com

SW-MOTECH S 1000 XR
accessories

Ventura for
adventures

www.idnmag.com
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Vertex Pistons - Road and
Scooter line 2020 updates
Developed in the Moto3 world
championships in collaboration with the
SIC58 team and in Superbike and
Supersport GPs, Vertex Pistons in Italy has
expanded road and street motorcycle lines
and piston kit programmes with versions
specified for the most popular 2020 models. 
Vertex' race-bred road piston kits come
complete with rings, piston pins and circlips
and are offered in Replica or High

Compression versions, offering a weight
saving for their category and an increased
compression ratio that significantly
increases engine performance without any
loss of reliability. 
Vertex road piston kits are available for
600, 1000 and 1,200 cc Yamaha, Honda,
Suzuki, Kawasaki, BMW and Ducati
motorcycles.
Its street bike range includes a technically
advanced, high-performance scooter line
with pistons capable of guaranteeing a
significant improvement in performance
and reliability. Designed to optimise the
performance of the most popular 2 and 4
stroke scooters from 50 to 530 cc, this line
has been updated for the new 2020 models
and is offered to dealers at a very attractive
price-point compared to OEM components.
Designed for cylinders with chrome-plated
cast iron barrels, Vertex says they stand out
for their good performance and high level
of reliability - especially for the rigours of
commuter and urban riding in heavy traffic. 
For Yamaha T-Max and Majesty models and
for Suzuki Burgmans, in addition to the
Replica base version, Vertex also has a High
Compression line available, which optimise
and significantly improve the performance
of sportier models.

Vertex scooter line model coverage includes
the 50 and 250 cc Aprilia Scarabeo, 50 cc
Kymco People and Agility, Piaggio Vespa PX
and Liberty 125/150, Aprilia D-Tech injection
50 and Honda SH 150.
Pistons for vintage scooters are also
available, including for the timeless Piaggio
models starting with the various Vespa
versions.

VERTEX PISTONS/VP ITALY S.R.L.
Reggio Emilia, ITALY
Tel: +39 0522 918888
info@vertexpistons.com
www.vertexpistons.com

Road pistons kits come complete with rings,
piston pins and circlips, and are offered in Replica
or High Compression versions.

Scooter line pistons

http://www.barnettclutches.com
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You wouldn't have thought that a much anticipated
new Superbike like the CBR 1000 RR-R could
possibly have its suspension improved, but never
underestimate the ability of the European parts and
accessory industry to "take it to another level".
Italian suspension specialist Bitubo has a complete
replacement kit for the 'Triple R', with its ECH
pressurised cartridge described as
containing "a series of innovative
systems resulting from a long
development experience in collaboration
with some of the best teams who
participated in WSBK, British Superbike,
IDM and the I ta l ian Speed
Championship".
"The aim is always to provide the rider
with maximum stability at the front axle,
increase grip through the curves and
allow uniform tyres as a result of the
instant control of the applied forces we
can deliver". Specific caps for the Bitubo
ECH cartridges are available on request.
The XXF11 rear shock absorber with
manual spring preload and XXF31 rear
mono shock with hydraulic spring
preload are an evolution of prior designs
that feature an aluminium body for
reduced weight and an upgraded new
set-up and upgrade in terms of greater
functionality and ease of adjustment of

the length and the spring preload. 
The 14 mm stem is said to increase
smoothness, while the 30 mm piston
reduces the fluid masses in motion for a
faster response to stresses. "All the
improvements are aimed at achieving
the reduction of inertia, and therefore an
immediate control of suspension
oscillations. Particular attention has been
paid to the increase in sensitivity and
precision of the adjustments, now all
positioned in the top cartridge".
Aimed at the most demanding riders
and conditions, the XXFB1 rear
monoshock is the "extreme version"
of the XXF, with a stem that has been
treated for long-term stable
performance.
"Precision, speed and lightness are the
essence of this latest version" - it can be
operated via a rechargeable tank with
quick coupling, available separately.

BITUBO
Selve di Teolo (PD), ITALY
Tel: +39 0499 903 475
info@bitubo.com
www.bitubo.com

Bitubo - suspension options
for the CBR 1000 RR-R

ECH

XXF11

XXFB1

XXF31

LighTech for the 2020 Honda CBR 'Triple R'
Designed and manufactured by
internationally recognised parts and
accessory specialist LighTech, this new
model-specific range for the 2020 Honda
CBR 1000 RR-R includes these complete and
adjustable rearsets in three good, better
and best configurations.
The basic version has fixed footpegs, the
mid-range W version has folding footpegs,
and at the top of the LighTech range, the R
version comes with carbon heel guard,
titanium bolt, high-quality bearings, folding
footpegs and red footpegs holder.
Also available for the CBR 1000 RR-R is a
high-tech chain adjuster, homologated
levers set, ultra-light licence plate holder (with holes for OEM or aftermarket LED turn

signals), wheel axle protectors, fuel tank
cap and mirror block-off plates - all 100%
CNC-machined from a solid block of high-
grade, high-strength, lightweight
aluminium.
Other products available for Honda's 2020
'Triple R' include LighTech handlebar caps,
swingarm spools, lever guards, oil filler
caps, paddock stands and many more
custom options from the company's
extensive 'Universal' range - all made with
the same precision craftsmanship and high-
grade materials as its model-specific
designs.
"All these specific parts have been

manufactured to have an attractive and
exclusive design to match perfectly the lines
of this special bike," says LighTech's Export
Manager Sheila Zaccaron. "An important
benefit of LighTech products is the carefully
considered and coordinated customisation
options we develop for each model. We
offer a wide choice of spare parts and
colours for most of the major product
families - all designed for performance,
strength and great looks."

LIGHTECH S.R.L.
S. Lucia de Piave (TV), ITALY
Tel: +39 0438 453010
info@lightech.it
www.lightech.itLever guard

Rearset

Fuel tank cap
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WRS windshield choices
for CBR 1000 RR-R
Founded in 2009 ("by riders, for riders"), Pesaro, Italy
based WRS hasn't allowed the lockdown to slow the
company down with new windshield designs seen in
the last edition of IDN for the Africa Twin and F750.
Seen here, WRS has shown how fast it is at
developing new screens for new models with a
selection in clear and smoked for Honda's new CBR
1000 RR-R.
Driven in no small part by technical partnerships and
sponsorships with major teams such as Pramac
Racing (Ducati MotoGP), Team SIC 58 Squadra Corse
(Moto3), and most recently the BMW Motorrad
WSBK Official Team, the company has invested
heavily in cutting-edge technologies, creating a
dedicated design team and a production department
with a reputation for precision and quality.
"We combine new technologies for design and
development with the use of certified materials with

the best parameters of resistance and transparency,"
says CEO Nicolas Zavoli. "All our products are
designed with the utmost attention to detail and
checked one by one to give our clients a product of
the highest quality with 100% 'Made in Italy'
precision.
"We are constantly working hard to create
innovative products. Physical simulation software
allows us to achieve high aerodynamic performance
compared to the OE designs our products replace,
but with a design harmony that enhances the style
of the bike. 
"Testing is extensive, out on the road in year round
real world riding conditions as well as in the software
and on the track. Aerodynamics is about 'feel' as well
as maths, and working this way allows us to offer

aesthetically unique products with excellent
aerodynamic protection and minimum turbulence
values".
WRS windshields are made in high quality acrylic
(Plexiglas PMMA), which guarantees an excellent
"transmittance" (ability to pass the light) and correct
optical clarity. "They are safe and on impact can
absorb the energy by breaking but not shattering like
glass and do not create dangerous splinters.
"Our designs are so finely tuned that whether a high
or a low design, we gain optimum protection from
wind and rain. The basis of our designs has a more
dynamic line that protects most of the body from the
air, but leaves the face uncovered".

WRS SRL 
Tavullia (PU), ITALY 
Tel: +39 0541 1797778 
www.wrs.it

The MIE Racing Team CBR 1000 RR-R 
with WRS screen

http://www.ferodoracing.com
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G.Dakar, G.Escape
and new SG-12 colour
SG-12 with patented dual
stage pivot system

Legendary Italian riding boot maker Gaerne is
releasing a new colourway for its equally legendary
SG-12, with an orange/white colour variant added.
The famous Gaerne "G" has been updated "for an
exciting first impression", but the feature-rich
construction and attention to detail in every part of
the construction remains.
The dual stage pivot system is described as a
patented and "revolutionary new system" that is a
Gaerne exclusive. 
The first pivot is attached to the "Razorback" which
provides a rigid component that offers a strong
lateral support while a glide plate keeps the upper in
a firm and upright position.
The second pivot is fixed on a sliding glide that allows
the rider's foot to feel natural while on the peg in a
shifting or breaking situation. However, it will
"bottom out" and absorb shock in the case of over-
jumping a jump or in the case of unwanted
compression.
"The grip guard on the inner side of the boot is an
all-new rubber design that allows exceptional feel

and grip, as well as offering heat-resistant padding
against the inner leg.
"The front plate/shin guard is a new anatomically
shaped thermoplastic shin plate that offers a perfect
fit - by removing three screws a rider can make the
opening wider to accommodate a bigger leg or knee
brace.
"The SG-12 utilises four lightweight alloy buckles
that attach to an adjustable strap. This is a 'tried and
tested' system that provides the rider with an 'easy
in/easy out' non-failure system. 
"The gaiter is made of a new Swiss breathable fabric
called Acronos - the gaiter is extremely stretchy, but
has the perfect shape to keep sand and debris out. 
"On the inside the interior lining features our famous
"Gaerne Memory Cell Foam" known for the most
comfortable feel and fit, ride after ride. A new heel
cup has been designed to absorb shock in the case
of a rear compression."
A new design of toe box features a slimmer shape in
the toe area for an improved feel of the shift lever
and the bike's controls. The entire area is wrapped
by a new plastic material which is lighter and
provides more comfort and feel for the bike as well.
The all-new toe cap shape has been redesigned and
reinforced to provide a new "tougher" look.
"The sole has a new look, but still uses the Gaerne
"Dual Composite" anti-shock rubber that has made
Gaerne soles famous around the world. Inside the
boot an all-new footbed has been specially moulded
to correctly support the foot. In the rear portion of
the footbed, a new shock-absorbing material has
been used and there is a new vent system at the
front, and riders and racers tell us that the lighter and
stronger Gaerne Supercross shank is the best money
can buy."

G.Escape with Gore-Tex
Also seen here, the Gaerne G.Escape "offers an
impressive combination of lightness and comfort; the
Gore-Tex extended comfort footwear membrane
grants waterproofing and breathability. The upper is
in microfibre and Cordura combined with PU
reinforcements on the malleolus area and internal
shin plate, with reflex details on the back and side-

entry system with elastic zip panel and Velcro for a
customised fit. The cushioning rubber EVA sole
makes it ideal for everyday use".

G.Dakar all-rounder

Finally, the G.Dakar is an all-weather, all-terrain all-
rounder for ADV and off-road riders that features a
full grain leather upper with a breathable and
waterproof Gore-Tex performance membrane. An
innovative ankle pivot system forms a flexible link
between the upper boot and lower foot area for
added control and support. There are PU shin plates
for reinforcement, frame-gripping suede inner calf
guards and an aluminium buckle and Velcro strap for
a customised fit, and "the lug-soled tread offers a
superior grip on any terrain".

GAERNE SPA
Coste di Maser (TV), ITALY
Tel: +39 0423 923169
gaerne@gaerne.com
www.gaerne.com

'Nautilus' backpack
New in the Hevik range of accessories is
this polyester backpack which, with a 15
litre capacity, can easily be adapted to
different uses.
The main compartment, with zipped closure,
offers a separate compartment for
notebooks or tablets, and there is also an
additional pocket at the front. There are
also two large side pockets for bottles, a
handle to carry it and it has a non-slip base.
Adjustable waist and chest straps, in
addition to classic padded shoulder straps,
allow a perfect fit to the body and ensure
greater stability during faster rides. The
aesthetics of the backpack are enhanced

with "colourful block graphics" at
the lower part. 
In addition to the classic
black/grey colours, Hevik
has added two variants
with fluorescent yellow
and pink graphics.

HEVIK
Brescia (BS), ITALY
Tel: +39 030 268 0374
info@hevik.com
www.hevik.com
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FK Visors by Reggio Emilia, Italy based Forbikes is now
distributing vintage Bubble visors. They are described
as "icons of style and safety, Bubble visors add even
more retro style to jet helmets and offer the best

protection features for the rider".
The Bubble visors come in a wide variety of colours,
so that each rider can choose the one that best suits
their taste - transparent, brown/transparent, light
smoke, dark smoke, silver mirror, multicolour mirror,
blue/transparent, yellow, pink/transparent, orange,
orange/transparent.
"Attachment is by three universal and adjustable
snap-buttons - they are lightweight, offer extremely
clear, optically correct vision and are designed to fit
any 3-stud motorcycle helmet thanks to the
adjustable centre distance. They are injection-
moulded for durability, precision and strength and no
tools are required for installation. In a Bubble design,
the larger distance between the visor and the face
results in greater comfort and less issues with misting
and negative airflows".
A 3-stud visor flip mechanism is also available, so the
rider can flip the visor up or down at will. Simple and

robust, it is available in two colours - black or
transparent. "A must-have accessory for Bubble visor
lovers".

FORBIKES
Reggio Emilia (RE), ITALY
Tel: +39 0522 232590
commerciale@forbikes.it
www.fkvisors.com

Cape Town, South Africa based Leatt claims
"cutting-edge brain injury reduction
technology" has been incorporated into its
new-for-2021 9.5 carbon and 8.5 composite
MX helmets with four densities of impact
foam cut into five sections.
Leatt Marketing and Athlete Manager Dave
King told IDN that "our new helmets are
remarkably lightweight, with an advanced
ventilation system" and that they "meet
and exceed safety standards (ECE/DOT) and
rider expectations for fit and comfort,
providing massive airflow at any speed."
Built to be compatible with the Leatt neck
brace, allowing for maximum head and neck
mobility, the visor is designed with
breakaway function and emergency cheek
pad removal. "The highest level of impact
protection is achieved using 360-degree

Turbine Technology, which reduces the
forces associated with concussion and
rotational acceleration to the brain." 
Large ventilation channels, a Pro-Fit elastic
comfort liner and a hydration port provide
all-day coolness and comfort. All helmets
also feature a washable, anti-odour X-Static
inner liner that wicks away moisture and
offers excellent breathability. Available in
a" broad range of striking colours", the 8.5
and 9.5 ship with a FREE pair of
"bulletproof" Velocity goggles. 

LEATT CORPORATION
Durbanville, SOUTH AFRICA
Tel: +27 (0)21 557 7257
info@leatt.com
www.leatt.com

Brain injury reduction technology

'Isolator' is a brand-new armour
development from Forcefield aimed at
making the fitment of armour in motorcycle
apparel safer. 
Despite the fact that, over recent years, the
armour that comes fitted in off-the-shelf
motorcycle clothing has improved in quality,
Forcefield says that there has been room for

improvement in how safely armour is
installed and that its thin (as little as 8 mm),
flexible and mouldable 'Isolator' range
represents an important improvement in all-
day riding comfort while maintaining "the
highest levels of protection"
"For many years we have been researching
and perfecting the correct materials to
ensure we can offer the finest armour. Form,

function and high performance are the
important factors, and with added nitrile,
improved memory properties, high density
formulations and innovative design shapes,
we have created a product range that is the
slimmest on the market, while passing the
very latest CE standards. 'Isolator' passes all
the CE2 requirements at ambient, wet,
extreme cold and hot temperatures.
"Isolator armour is super soft to touch and
wear yet has incredible protective strength.
We supply this armour not only as an
upgrade item, but also as the standard
armour that fills our Forcefield Pro and
Sport range of armoured base layer
clothing".
The 'Isolator' range includes protectors for
the back, shoulders, elbows, hip and knees.

FORCEFIELD BODY ARMOUR
Rushden, Northants, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1933 410818
info@forcefieldbodyarmour.com
www.forcefieldbodyarmour.com

Forcefield 'Isolator' armour -
Level 1 and 2 

Get inside a Bubble with FK
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With its contemporary ShiftCan boxer engine, the
R1250R has proven itself versatile and reliable in
equal measure. German BMW specialist Hornig has
been on a mission "to optimise BMW's popular naked
Roadster with a range of accessories that further
enhance the safety, comfort, style and riding
experience".
Among the enhancements, Hornig says that its
handlebar riser kit gives the rider a more upright
posture, said to greatly improve comfort on long
journeys. The aerodynamic ZTechnik VStream
windshield brings additional comfort through reduced
wind noise and buffeting - the ergonomically designed
ZTechnik by National Cycle gets its name from its
unique patented shape. The advanced "V" profile and
dimensional contours push the wind vortex out and
away from the rider's helmet, resulting in a peaceful,
quieter riding environment. 
The "+" means these windscreens are mounted with
a custom mounting system specifically designed and
engineered for this model of bike.
These windscreens are made from tough 4.5 mm
Quantum hardcoated polycarbonate. A high- quality,
high-tech material that provides outstanding clarity,
strength and impact and scratch resistance
unmatched by any windscreen maker worldwide,
Quantum hardcoated polycarbonate "is the material
of choice for serious motorcycle riders", with testing
having found it to be ten times more abrasion resistant
than FMR hardcoated polycarbonate, and 30 times
more than windscreens made from commonly used
alternates such as "aircraft plastic" or acrylic. 
Additional improvements include mirror extensions;
GPS mount with RAM ball and 60 mm clamp, offering

an optimal and unrestricted view of accessories such
as a navigation system or smartphone; adjustable
brake and clutch levers; brake pedal enlargements;
replacement seat; multiple luggage options offering
up to 16 litres of increased capacity - double the OE
capacity; stainless steel crash bars and fork crash
protectors.
Other safety and design details include solid cooler
protection provides; Allen key or Torx removal oil filler
plug; British made Pyramid Plastics 'Extenda Fenda'
ABS mud guards for enhanced suspension, exhaust
and header protection - manufactured with integral
registration plate holder for a clear view of the rear
wheel and an enlarged wheel; and side stand foot
enlargement.
The  shift lever extension with O-rings delivers better
grip; the footpeg lowering kit with multi-grip footpegs

improves driving comfort; the ventilation holes in the
rear wheel centre cover increase cooling of the
Universal Joint (UJ) - together with the frame cover
above the swingarm, the axle pivot cover at the UJ,
the covers for the suspension and the covers for the
engine mounts, and the frame and swingarm pivot
covers hide or eliminate the unsightly holes of the
stock R1250R frame  design.
The footbrake fluid reservoir cover is a final custom
touch with universal rim stripes and a Remus Black
Hawk exhaust completing the conversion.

MOTORCYCLE PARTS HORNIG
Cham, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0) 9971 996610
info@mhornig.com
www.motorcycleparts-hornig.com

Hornig R1250R
accessories

http://www.ricksmotorsportelectrics.com
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Puig - touring screens,
front deflectors and
'Fender Beak'
Barcelona (Granollers) based parts and accessory
specialist Puig Hi-Tech Parts (Motoplastic SA)
continues to add regularly to its product line, keeping
its distributors and dealers constantly armed with
new products for riders to improve the looks and
performance of their chosen rides.
Seen here for the Yamaha Ténéré 700 (but
additionally available for other makes and models),
this 'Fender Beak' not only protects against splashes
and small objects, but the pointed shape has been
designed to deliver an air flow penetration that helps
the aerodynamic coefficient of the motorcycle as a
whole.

Styled to match the lines of the motorcycle, the
"beak" or front fender is made of matt black
lightweight, high strength ABS and is installed on the
motorcycle with a single 3 mm metal support that
has an anti-corrosion finish and textured black paint
for a strong and discreet fix.
Seen here on the Honda CRF1000L Africa Twin, these
front deflectors are designed to add to the excellent
aerodynamic efficient by attaching to the company's
wind tunnel software-derived screens without fitting
problems or unwanted gaps.
"On the Africa Twin, as with other models, we found
the effects of these deflectors to be remarkable,"
says Carles Puig. "Despite their small dimensions,
the effect is very noticeable in the rider’s arms and
shoulders zone, increasing aerodynamic protection
to 92% and 98% in these critical areas of the body."
Designed to integrate into the lines of the
motorcycle, they are made of 3 mm high-impact
acrylic material with a rounded edge for greater
safety for the rider. They are available in clear, light
smoked and dark smoked colours.
Also seen here, from Puig's extensive screens
programme, these touring screens - shown on the
BMW F900XR - are designed with the objective of
improving the aerodynamic protection of the rider
without reducing his/her field of vision. In addition,
these screens fit perfectly with the adventure style
and aesthetics of trail models thanks to the wide
range of size and colour options offered.
"We manufacture these touring screens using the
most advanced technologies," says Carles, "using 4
mm thick acrylic material with UV protection and
with a 2 mm rounded edge. This finish gives it a more
elegant touch and offers greater security, fulfilling
the regulations of the German TÜV.
"The fully reversible assembly of this screen follows
a process that can be done without having to ask for

a mechanic thanks to the simple and intuitive design
of our adapters. The package also includes the
aerodynamic studies that have emerged from
comparing the virtual wind tunnel tests of our Puig
screen design with the original screen that it
replaces."

PUIG/MOTOPLASTIC S.A.
Granollers (BCN), SPAIN
Tel: +34 93 8490 633
info@puig.tv
www.puig.tv

Touring screen, seen here on the BMW F900XR,
these screens ship with the aerodynamic studies
that have emerged from comparing the virtual
wind tunnel tests of the Puig screen design with
the original screen that it replaces.

Ténéré 700 'Fender Beak'

Aerodynamic front deflectors, seen here on the
Africa Twin.

http://www.bs-battery.com
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Founded in 1958, Girona, Spain
based gasket, seal and air
cleaner specialist Artein is one of
the largest motorsports and
industrial sector gasket
manufacturers in Europe,
supplying OEM customers as
well as the aftermarket
customers, and noted for its
advanced technology, precision manufacturing and
cutting-edge research and development investments
into performance materials.
In motorcycle terms, Artein remains a leader in the
scooter and competition markets and in recent years
has started building a high profile in the off-road
market, especially with its XRADICAL programme.
The quality of Artein's products has been proven and
demonstrated many times - on the street and in
competition - and for development of the XRADICAL
lines, Artein brought together engine technicians and
performance engineers and sealing materials
specialists to develop premium application-specific
product solutions.
Artein is not a "one tech fits all" manufacturer - it
understands how different applications have
different gasket and seal requirements, and
engineers application-specific design and raw
material solutions.
The primary gasket materials used in the XRADICAL
range include Artein CS6900 Soft (in yellow) for low
tightening torque applications. The material has a
high level of adaptability due to its 25% compression
capacity and 64% recovery (which is very high) while
offering a high level of temperature resistance.
German made Victor Reinz AFM 34 (in soft green) is
an aramid fibre-based gasket material that is the
perfect sealing solution for a wide range of media
and a wide range of temperatures (peaks of 400°C)
and operating pressures. It is used for low
compressibility applications which require a very
high level of precision, such as for cylinder base
gaskets. It is a top grade material with compressibility
of between 5 and 8% and 55% recovery. 
AFM 34 is more than 1,000 times more leak-proof
than the TA Luft and VDI Guideline 2440
requirements - even after 48 hours of exposure to air
at 200°C (392°F) in a gasket installed in a DN 40/PN
40 flanged connection. 

Simply put, it is a very, very
good material!
Foamet is one of the best
known of contemporary
gasket materials. It has an
aluminium core with a Nitrile
foam rubber coating on both
sides. It is noted for providing
extraordinary  seal ing
properties, assuring the best

performance in the most critical of situations.
The aluminium used is formulated for its chemical
and heat resistance and tolerance, and is known for
its stiffness, giving it the ability to be precision-
manufactured. The cross-linked Foamet Nitrile
synthetic rubber is chemically blown - the cellular
structure of the matrix reduces density and increases
thermal and acoustic insulation properties. The result
is to create a soft, conformable layer that is
permanently bonded to the SAE 5052 H38
aluminium core. 
Again, to put it simply, Foamet compresses, providing
excellent and reliable torque retention sealability,
with no additional sealants required.
The head gaskets and cylinder base gaskets in the
XRADICAL range are manufactured with advanced
materials and technologies, such as spring steel, and
have a true elastomer covering in highly resistant and
durable VITON.
Artein CS6900 Soft, Victor Reinz AFM34 and Foamet
were specifically selected by Artein engineers as
application specific operating and performance
requirement solutions for the new XRADICAL range.
The gaskets are available singly or as kits, all securely
board mounted to maintain confirmation and
integrity. 
There are three main kits in the XRADICAL range. The
Top End  kit includes all the essential gaskets for the
cylinder setup. The Smart kit is an extended gasket
kit for convenient repair to the top end of the engine.
Artein's Complete Set is the indispensable gasket set
for complete engine maintenance.

ARTEIN GASKETS
Fornells de la Selva, SPAIN
Tel: +34 972 201 272
info@arteingaskets.com
www.arteingaskets.com

Artein is Europe's
gasket materials nerd -
so you don't have to be!

http://www.cross-center.com


Earlier this year we featured the stunning
all-new, light weight, high strength full
carbon monocoque subframe for the BMW S
1000 RR made in Slovenia by FullSix.
With additional parts available such as belly
pan, frame covers, cockpit, front fenders,
race fairings, aerodynamic downforce
wings, levers, exhaust heat shields, caliper
cooler sets and carbon windscreen, FullSix
has now "brought it altogether" with a
complete, full competition S 1000 RR racing
kit. Genius!
FullSix is one of the motorcycle industry's
leading carbon fibre component
manufacturers. Its carbon fibre monocoque
tail sections are structural components used
in professional racing to reduce weight - a
75% weight reduction compared to stock (it
weighs just 1.8 kg/3.9 lbs) - they are a
replacement for the stock aluminium
subframes.
The 'Secret Sauce' that FullSix is able to dial
into is its proprietary Autoclave Composite
Monocoque (ACM) technology.
"Our ground-breaking ACM technology
represents a completely new approach to
carbon technology and production, a major
step forward that allows hollow pieces to
be manufactured without joints and
adhesives".
FullSix is the inventor of Autoclave
Composite Monocoque (ACM) technology
and is the only company in the world that is
able to produce a high decorative finish,
complex shaped closed-body monocoque
out of a single carbon fibre based unit (e.g.
a one-piece fuel tank for motorcycles). 
"This technology is directly applicable for

fabrication of various one-
step closed-body
monocoques, where no
cutting, trimming and
bonding is required. In
contrast to conventional
bonding, ACM technology
provides monocoques with
supreme mechanical
strength, chemical
resistance and a flawless
finish".
FullSix components are

available in a variety of weaves and
finishes. Carbon fibre fabrics may be
manufactured using a plain weave which
features a uniform, grid-like pattern or a
twill weave which features a diagonal
pattern. Each weave offers a unique look
that can only be achieved with carbon fibre.
Ducati and MV Agusta parts originally
feature a 200 plain weave, while BMW,
Yamaha and Aprilia utilise a 245 twill
weave.

"All FullSix parts utilise 'pre-preg' carbon
fibre - that is carbon fibre which has been
pre-impregnated with resin and stored at
sub-zero temperatures. Parts made with
'pre-preg' have a much more even resin
distribution than hand layering - this
increases strength and durability and
eliminates the problem of pinholes in the
finish".
The full competition S 1000 RR racing kit
features a headlight fairing that is 4 cm
wider than the OEM one and added
winglets to keep the bike more stable at
high speeds and under breaking. Developed
on screen and tested in the wind tunnel and
on the track, winglets will be also available
for the street version kit, which should be
available very soon.

FULLSIX
Kropa, SLOVENIA
Tel: +386 31 228 252
www.fullsixcarbon.com
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Complete full carbon
S 1000 RR racing kit

Bologna based specialist Ognibene S.p.A. has added
further to its award-winning Trofeo brand oil filters
range. Designed for high filtration performance and
durability, Ognibene says that these Trofeo filters
"guarantee maximum performance for the durability
of the engine".
"The good running of a motorcycle's engine requires
constant and correct cleaning of the oil that
circulates internally. It is of vital importance," says
Ognibene's Sales Manager Federico Arbizzani. "The
oil filter plays a key role as it must block the impurities
carried by the oil. Those impurities are formed as a
result of the abrasion between components and can
end up in the combustion chamber - which can be
very damaging.
"This is not 'new news' to anyone in the motorcycle
industry, but the materials, precision manufacturing
and attention to detail that we invest into our Trofeo
oil filters is important news - not all oil filters are
created equal, and we decided to develop our own

brand of filters specifically
because all the others we tested
had weaknesses as well as
strengths. Dealers and their
customers cannot afford for
their oil filters to be anything
less than perfect."
Constructed to the most demanding standards
imposed by vehicle manufacturers and, given the
company's "very high standards", offering excellent
value for money, Trofeo oil filters "guarantee the
maintenance of lubricant performance even after
thousands of miles thanks to their filtering system
and are available for a wide variety of road,
motocross, Enduro, scooter and ATV models and
applications".
Ognibene Motorcycle has also created a specific line
of oil filters to meet the demands of modern racing
engines and extreme riding conditions - Trofeo GP
"RACING" oil filters. Developed to meet the rigorous

requirements of top race teams, Trofeo GP
"RACING" oil filters have a 17 mm hexagonal nut
that facilitates assembly and disassembly; a hole that
allows for mandatory safety wire attachment for use
in racing and a special silicone membrane that
ensures an excellent seal, even at the high
temperatures generated by race engines.

OGNIBENE SPA
Bologna, ITALY
Tel: +39 051 534225
commerciale@ognibenechaintech.it
www.ognibenechaintech.it

Ognibene add Trofeo "RACING"
grade oil filters 
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As one of the largest manufacturers of brake pads in
the world with class leading R&D capabilities, SBS
has introduced two new programmes for 2021 - a
brand-new brake pad with increased braking power
for road, sport and track use, and an updated
compound for off-road use.
Featuring an "innovative new sintered compound
specially developed for combined road, sport and
track use, the new RST brake pad range fits the
standard brake systems of high-performance bikes -
either used for track riding or as a brake upgrade for
sporty road use.  
In fitment and application terms, the RST range is a
straight replacement for SBS' popular RS pads range
- but with "increased braking power and even better
brake feel and control. Riders just have to be aware
of a slightly increased bedding-in time compared to
RS pads due to the increased durability".
The new RST brake pads include NRS hooks at the
back plate securing an indestructible mechanical
bonding. CSO Christel Munk Pedersen explains: "The
inclusion of the NUCAP Retention System (NRS) is
part of our commitment to going towards 100% NRS
Safe in our whole product programme. It is the most
advanced mechanical attachment technology with a
zero-failure rate – just where we want to be." 
The new RST range has been approved according to
ECE R90, which is required for all replacement street
brake pads throughout the European Union and in
non-European countries that have adopted ECE
regulations.
For off-road competition use, the upgraded RSI
compound handles extreme heat. Tested for several
years and developed with professional MX-GP rider
Shaun Simpson, who says: "Braking is such an
important part of racing off-road. I like to be in touch
with the brakes and I ride a bit on the rear brakes, so
it puts a lot of pressure into the system and the heat
generated is just unbelievable. SBS has managed to
handle this perfectly and I feel great on track using
the upgraded RSI."
The RSI product range is a performance upgrade
choice of MX-GP world championship, MX-GP and

MX2 teams and riders. It is a sintered compound
formulated for high thermal stability, powerful and
predictable fade-free performance.
CSO Christel Munk Pedersen says: "The upgraded
SBS off-road compound is dedicated to riders who
ride professionally or in dry conditions. This upgrade
is another part of our commitment to going towards
100% NRS Safe in our whole product programme." 
NUCAP CEO Montu Khokhar comments: "The
braking environment demands components that are
capable of standing up to its violent vibration as well
as incredible heating and cooling fluctuations. NRS
Safe attachment is a mechanism that does not fail." 
The SBS off-road programme also includes the SI
compound for hobby use and the PSI for ATVs/UTVs.
SBS has a model-lookup-widget and a compound
selector at sbsbrakes.com.

SBS FRICTION
Svendborg, DENMARK
Tel: +45 63 21 15 15
sbs@sbs.dk
www.sbs.dk

New compounds for
road, sport and track;
updated off-road pads

For off-road competition use, the upgraded RSI
compound handles extreme heat.

RST programme - brake pads
with increased braking
power for road, 
sport and 
track use.

QD 'Power Gun' for
Multistrada 950

Italian specialist manufacturer QD Exhaust
has developed an application in its popular
'Power Gun' Euro 4 homologated slip-on
line for the 950 cc Ducati Multistrada.
Manufactured in stainless steel with
brushed finish and with Ergal (aluminium
zinc alloy) end caps with GP style 'Hex'
spark grids, the unique 'Power Gun' design
features a Teflon based coating and is
backed by a 30-month warranty.
The exhaust system mounts on the original
catalyst and weighs less than the stock
exhaust at 2.0 kg for a +1.1 hp power gain
and maximum design bragging rights!
Also seen here for the 1260 Multistrada, the
QD 'Gunshot' uses the first part of the stock
manifold and has a 2 into 1 into 2 layout
with 52/63/53 mm diameter.
The mufflers are from the QD 'Gunshot'
series with titanium silencers and thermo-
injected magnesium end caps. The weight is
6.5 kg and the power gain is +5/7 hp at the
mid-range; the system is street legal with
Euro 4 certification with catalyst and
removable dB killer.
The electronic exhaust servo eliminator is
provided to avoid the error code on the
dash. QD has developed its own tuning
module (QD ECU Tuning), and recommends
using tuning maps developed using its own
dyno bench.

QD EXHAUST
Vercelli (VC), ITALY
Tel: +39 0161 805666 
info@qdexhaust.it
www.qdexhaust.it

1260 cc Multistrada

950 cc Multistrada
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Surflex - Speedway
clutch discs
As Italian clutch specialist Surflex gets set to
celebrate its 70th anniversary, there aren't many
better ways of demonstrating just how durable and
heavy duty its clutch discs are than with an upgrade
to the Speedway clutch offering.
Since the 1980s, the company's friction plates have
been fitted to several 'Oval Track' champions' bikes,
and the introduction of a lightweight, hard coated
Ergal intermediate plain plate to match its well-
known friction discs improves the present clutch
performance by adding unrivalled strength and light
weight - the noted properties of the 7075 zinc
aluminium alloy.
Speedway bikes need a task-specific tailored clutch
that is resistant to heavy and continuous stress.
Besides the plates, since the 1980s, Surflex has
designed complete clutches for the sport and has
played a key role in Speedway clutch developments

and improvements - selected by many of the best
speedway racers of all times, including Armando
Castagna, Jason Crump, Nicolas Covanni, Paco
Castagna and many others.
Surflex Speedway friction plates are available in three
different formulas, developed by its in-house
Research & Development Department and
manufactured by Surflex at its Tradate headquarters
facility between Milan and Varese in grey, green and
red, to signify their performance and material
characteristics.

SURFLEX S.R.L.
Tradate (VA), ITALY
Tel: +39 0331 811795
surflex@iol.it
www.surflex.it

Veneto, Italy based boots
and apparel specialist
Eleveit's new-for-2020
RC Pro suit is a one-
piece suit developed
in collaboration
with professional
riders such as
Matteo Ferrari - the
2019 Moto-E
champion, who won
wearing the Eleveit RC
Pro suit and boots - and
Lorenzo Savadori, the
Aprilia rider, who is
competing for SuperBike
class in the Italian
championship this year.
Made in full-grain leather
with PU inserts, the RC Pro
"guarantees maximum
breathability thanks to the
breathable mesh inserts in the lining.
Comfort, design and safety are perfectly
combined with removable and CE certified
internal protectors at the back, shoulders,
elbows and knees.
"The fit is also excellent thanks to the
elasticated inserts at the wrist area,
armpits, knees and back for maximum
comfort and freedom of movement".

ELEVEIT SRL
Montebelluna (TV), ITALY
Tel: +39 0423 605300
info@eleveit.it
www.eleveit.it

Eleveit RC Pro suit

KOSO instruments - "taking the
riding experience to the next level"
Germany based instrument specialist KOSO Europe
says its RX3 instrument "redefines the entry-level
aftermarket instrument segment," according to Ralf
Mansfeld, who oversees sales and technical support
for KOSO here in Europe.
"Our newest 3.5" colour-rich TFT LCD display with
brand-new design, user-friendly interface make this a
superior OEM instrument upgrade with an excellent
price/value ratio. All the functions the rider needs are
included - speedometer, tachometer, odometer and
trip meter - plus this instrument also includes the gear
position display, target distance and target speed.
"These performance features make the information
the rider sees more comprehensive than most basic
OEM instrument packages, and advanced KOSO
electronics intuitively display the information with
greater clarity."
Also seen here, the KOSO RS2 multifunction meter
has a complete and completely clear user interface
design concept that is even more user-friendly and
easier to engage with. 
"The RS2 is a major step up from factory
instrumentation," says Mansfeld. "All the functions
you need for daily riding are here - speedometer,

tachometer and odometer, trip meter, gear position
and clock.
"It even has a Dyno function to test the target
distance and target speed, which allows the rider to
have some fun with their bike."
The RS2 has multiple backlight colours, so owners can
customise the presentation to suit their preferences
with a backlight dimming function that can be set up
to automatically adjust the backlight brightness to the

rider's preference for night-time riding.
"These latest state-of-the-art KOSO instruments take
the riding experience to the next level."

KOSO EUROPE 
St.Wendel, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)6851978720
info@kosoeurope.com
www.kosoeurope.com

RX3
RS2
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tecmate.com/contact

SALES OFFICES 
EUROPE, UK & Rest of the World
(for regions not listed below)

TecMate (International) 
S.A., Belgium
Tel: +32-16-805440
North, Central and South America

TecMate North America, 
Canada
CAN  : +1-905-3372095
USA  : +1-541-6399800
Africa, Australia, New Zealand,
Southern Asia

TecMate South Africa, 
South Africa
Tel: +27-21-5316045

USA
Parts Unlimited (608) 758-1111
Hap Jones (408) 432-1918
Tucker (817) 258-9000

Canada
Parts Canada (403) 250-6611

Motovan Motorsport 
(450) 449-3903

Kimpex Action (519) 659-0508

Europe
Parts Europe

0049 (0) 6501 9695-0

Germany
Grossewaechter

0049 (0)5225859256

UK
P.D.Q. Motorcycle

0044 1628667644

Australia
Serco 07 38232833

Netherlands
Motorcycle Storehouse BV

0031 (0)50 303 9771

MotoPro Sport
0031 (0)597 613 000

Japan
Wellington Moto

France
Bihr Racing

0033 389673639

www.barnettclutches.com

BELGIUM
MOTOPRO SPORT
www.motopro.com

OFF ROAD ACTION (Trial)
www.offroadaction.net

CROATIA
CVAJKO MOTORI

www.cvajko-motori.hr

CZECH REPUBLIC
EXAC (OFF-ROAD)
www.galferparts.cz

DENMARK
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www.mctech.dk
KG IMPORT 
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www.eurobiker.fi
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www.semc.pro
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www.custom-chrome-europe.com

SCOOTER-CENTER
www.scooter-center.com

STREETBUZZ DISTRIBUTION 
www.scooter-attack.com
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www.sip-scootershop.com
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INTRAMOTO

www.intramoto.gr
MOTOCOSMOS

www.motocosmos.gr
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www.galfermoto.it
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www.motopro.com
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NORWAY
NON STOP TRADING AS

www.non-stop.no
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PORTUGAL
MULTIMOTO

www.multimoto.pt
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EMX RACING AB

www.emx.se
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TWOSTROKE

www.twostroke.se

SWITZERLAND
SP SCOOTER PART IMPORT AG

www.scooterparts.ch

TURKEY
DENIMOTO

www.denimoto.com.tr

UK
PERFORMANCE PARTS LTD

www.performanceparts-ltd.com
MALCOLM RATHMELL (Trial)

www.mrsltd.co.uk
TWS (Off-Road)

www.twsgb.co.uk
HI LEVEL

www.hilevel1.co.uk

USA
GALFER USA

www.galferusa.com

info@galfer.es
www.galfer.eu
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DISTRIBUTORS
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Registrations, ACEM
statistics for first six
months of 2020
ACEM, the Brusse ls  based
international motorcycle industry
trade association's co-ordinated new
motorcycle registration statistics for
the first half of the year show the
market  beh ind  2019, but
demonstrating a greater resilience
and recovery than most would have
anticipated.
Between January and June 2020,
motorcycle registrations in the five
largest European markets (France,
Germany, Italy, Spain and the UK, i.e.
about 80% of the EU + UK motorcycle
market) reached 413,200 units - a
decrease of -17% in comparison to
the first six months of 2019.
"The current registration trends in the
motorcycle segment, however, can be
considered a relative improvement in
comparison to the first four months of
the year," said Antonio Perlot, ACEM
Secretary General. "Indeed, during
that period motorcycle registrations

in the main European markets had
fallen on average by -32.7% as a
result of the paralysis of commercial
activity that followed the outbreak of
the COVID-19 virus."
In moped terms, registrations during
the first six months of 2020 in the
largest European markets (i.e.
Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, the
Netherlands and Spain) reached a
total of 110,600 units. This represents
a decrease of -6.9% in comparison to
the same period of 2019.
Perlot went on to say "motorcycle
and moped registration volumes
remain considerably below 2019
levels due to the impact of Spring
lockdown measures. The partial
rebounding of the market since the
restart of activities shows that
consumers consider our vehicles as
excellent mobility and leisure options
in the current context.
"Nevertheless, it is still early to draw

any meaningful conclusions about
the short-term evolution of the
market and operations within the
sector, especially given the
unforeseeable evolution of COVID-
19. The second half of the year will be
crucial - the fact remains that a large
number of dealers across Europe, in
particular in most hit markets, still
experience considerable financial
pressure.
"They also face the challenge of
handling excess inventory of Euro 4
models which, should there be no
decisive action from the EU
institutions, will become unsellable
due to regulatory changes.
"This is why the motorcycle industry
in Europe renews its call on policy-
makers to support OEMs, dealerships
and suppliers in these difficult times
through an extension of the deadline
to sell Euro 4 vehicles, and targeted
financial measures at national level."
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Contrary to rumours, speculation and
expectations, it looks like the creditors left
holding the baby when Norton
Motorcycle (UK) Limited filed for
bankruptcy in the UK in January this year
may well get their money back after all -
including several hundred people who
invested some of their pension pots into
one or more of the pension plans that ex
CEO Stuart Garner appeared to have
used/misused to prop the business up.
According to the statutory 'Statement of
Affairs' prepared by the bankruptcy
managers, if the assets remaining to be
sold realise anything close to market
value, then there should be enough left to
pay off all creditors, with a surplus.

At the time of publication, the
28th Salon Du 2 Roues, the dealer
expo in France, remains planned
for February 18-21 at the EurExpo
complex, Lyon. All info and
enquiries via the event website at
www.salondu2roues.com

Among brands selling at least 250 units
YTD in Germany, the largest market
share gains have been posted by Fantic
Motor (+76.82%); Zero Motorcycles
(+65.56%); Indian Motorcycle
(+43.60%); Royal Enfield (+36.29%);
Benelli (+23.50%) and Husqvarna
(+19.44%). Due to production
slowdowns, the biggest losers in market
share terms have been Beta (-20.25%)
and Aprilia (-18.81%).

In a reorganisation of its CRC
Design Centre at San Marino, MV
Agusta has announced Giorgio
Mazzotti and Alessandro Volpini as
Design Director and Technical
Manager respectively. Both will
report to Brian Gillen, formerly
Technical Director but now
promoted to R&D Director.
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https://www.omniaracing.net/
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